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PREFATORY NOTE 

THE purpose of the following pages is to give a 
popular account of the nature of goodness in human 
life. They are not specially addressed to the 
philosophical student, but to the wider public 
interested in the subject : for lf!toraL]hllosophy is \ 
the quest of a few, but morality:_is every man's affair .. I 
Nor is the book an essay in casuistry. Cases of 
conduct are infinite in number, and hardly two of 
them are the same; general rules fit them awkwardly. 
Butlinorality_is a_~pirit manifested in !if~, !_!Ot a bodyj 
of rulesj and this point of view is marked by the 
title The Moral Life. 

W. R. S. 
September 1011. 
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TIJE MORAL LIFE 
AND MORAL WORTH 

CHAPTER I 

THE MQRAL LIFE 

Two questions, distinct from one another in kind, 
may be asked about the moral life. One of these is 
a question of fact and history, the other is a ques-

' tion of validity or of worth. l The conduct of man 
is distinguished from the behaviour of animals by 
the presence of moral ideas.) These ideas appear 
in the way in which he regards conduct and the 
character which issues in conduct : some things 
are approved by him and called good ; others he 
disapproves and calls bad. I When we inquire into 
the origin of moral ideas, or trace their connexion 
with the physical and social environment, or follow 
the stages in their development from their earliest 
to their present form, we are occupied with the 
historical question. But behind this question lies 
·another of equal o.r greater interest. The historian 
may be able to tell us what kind of life was held 
to be good at any time, and how the ideas about the 

A 1 



2 THE MORAL LIFE 

good life have varied or developed; but when he 
goes on to say whether the life called good was 
really good or not, he is no longer a mere historian ; 
he has raised the question of the validity of the 
ideas which he records, and of the wqrth of the 
life which he describes. In doing so he has passed 
to a new point of view, which is not that of the 
historian but that of the moralist. It is from 
this latter point of view that the moral life will be 
regarded in the following pages. Their purpose is 
to give an account .of the characteristics of human 
life which are good or praiseworthy and which are 
commonly described by the term virtue. 

With . the history -of morality we are not directly 
concerned ; but a few sentences on its method ·and 
results will lead up to the consideration of the moral 
life from the point of view of its value or worth. The 
varieties of moral conduct and moral codes have 
long been a commonplace of reflective writers. The 
differences are not merely in modes of conduct ; they 
affect the ideas and judgments of men. One race 
or one age condemns what has been approved by 

' another. ("-There is nothing just or unjust," said 
Pascal, " which does not change its quality with a 
change of climate. Three degrees of latitude over
turn the whole science of law.') The qualities 
most admired are those that suit the circumstances 
of a people. \Vhere war is the common business, 
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courage is accounted the chief among the virtues ; 
a settled society looks for justice in the social order ; 
in the industrial state honesty and straightforward 
dealing are praised and approved, even· by those who 
do not practise them. There is a similar variety in 
the faults which are condoned. In the words of 
Macaulay, "Every age an_q every nation has certain 
characteristic vices, whicl!_p_revaifallllQ!!J; universally, 
which scarcely any person scruples to avow, and 
which even rigid moralists but faintly censure. 
Succeeding generations change the fashion of their 
morals with the fashion of their hats and their 
coaches, take some other kind of wickedness under 
their patronage, and wonder at th<'· depravity of 
their ancestors." 

The remarks of Pascal and Macaulay are merely 
illustrations of a view expressed by many writers in 
different periods. They observe the varieties of 
moral ideas, aud occasionally hint at a cause for the 
variation. With Pascal it is. c!illl_!Lte ; Macaulay 1 
speaks of it as a mere fashion. There is no attempt; 

• to bring all the facts together and look at the process 
as a whole. To do this has been the work of quite 
recent times. Great stores of knowledge have been 
accumulated regarding the customs and ideas of races, 
civilised and uncivilised, and the theory of evolu
t_jgn has put into our hands a clue for understanding 
this material. In. this way .a scientific history of 
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morals has arisen. Much still remains matter of 
conjecture ; but it is possible to state certain results · 
with a fair degree of confidence. 

In the first place, we are able to affirm that, so 
far as our evidence goes, morality in some form has 
always been a factor in human life. }ie_J!~l"EJ _n~er 
without some consciousness of a distinction between 
good and evil, between things that ~reto be done and 
things that are to be avoided. This conclusion has 
been disputed, it is true, but only because too narrow 
an interpretation has been put upon morality. The 
savo.ge may not have the same abstract notions as 
the civilis~d man, and he may approve what the latter 
condemns, but he is not therefore without a con· 
science. A single ~~~ will illustrate the point : 
" Mr Howitt once said to a young Australian native 
with whom he was speaking about the food pro
hibited during initiation, ' But if you were hungry 
and caught a female opossum, you might eat it if the 
old men were not there.' The youth replied, ' I 
could not do that ; it would not be right ' ; and. he 
could give no other reason than that it would 
be wrong to disregard the customs of his people." 
The particular prohibition has nothing to do with 
morality, as the civilised man understands morality, 
but to the savage it was a moral prohibition, which 

, his conscience entorced, irrespective of any actual 
command or probable penalty : " the customs of 
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his people " were for him the measure of right and 
wrong. 

This points to a second conclusion which may be 
drawn from the historical study of morality. In 
early _s_ocieties_jhere is no distinction between custOm 
and mo~ality ; the customs of the tribe are reflected 

• in the individual conscience, and exercise a regulating 
influence upon individual conduct. N: or is thore any 

' law or any morality outside this customary rule. 
Every .part of it tends to have the same sanctity for 
members of the tribe. There are no defined punish
ments for disobedience; but breach of the most trivial 
rules may lie visited with the severest consequences. 
When some of. these customary requirements are 
laid down as positive commands and enforced by 
penalties for nonconformity, law is beginning to 
take an independent position ; when portions of it 
are regarded as authoritative for their own sake and 
not simply because they· are customary, morality 
and custom are coming to be distinguished. But 
in the beginning these distinctions did not exist. In 
the tribal stage of society men show little indepen
dence of character, and they are not given to reflection. 
They are social-or tribal-to the core ; " they 
t]link in herds " ; and they follow the tradition of the 
tribe as their rule of right and wrong. 

We enter more debatable ground if we seck, in 
the third place, to estimate the amount of difference 
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that actually exists, or has existed, between the 
moral codes of different communities. The great 
diversity of moral ideas is the thing that strikes 
one first and most forcibly. Cruelty, intemperance, 
cowardice, untruthfulness, disregard of human life, 
have all been practised, at one time or another, by 
one people or another, without remorse 'and without 
rebuke. Perhaps there is no precept of the moral 

\

law that could st.and the old test of universal assent 
· -" always, everywhere, and by all men." These 

things cannot be explained away. At the same 
; time they are only one part of the story of morality. · 

It is easy to magnify the differences. Vices may be 
acquiesced in without being held to be virtues. 
The coward may still admire bravery, the liar 
truth, the intemperate man self-restraint, although 
he condones his own lack of the virtue. Further, 
we must remember that early morality iS '·tribal" 
morality ; to understand the moral attitude of the 
members of a tribe, we must look to the conduct 

' which tll_!li approve between man and man within 
ti:!E~_tribe, -and -not -to their behaviour towards 

. strangers or enemies. Looking from.- this point of 
View, Dr Westermarck sums up the results of his 
inquiry into the history of moral ideas in the 
following words :. " 'Vhen we examine the moral 

v rules of uncivilised races we find that they in a very 
large measure resemble . those prevalent among 
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nations of culture. In every savage community 
homicide is prohibited by custom, and so is theft .. 
Savages also regard charity as a duty and praise 
generosity as a virtue-indeed, their customs con
cerning mutual aid are often much more stringent 
than our own ; and many uncivilised peoples are 
conspicuous for their aversion to telling lies. But 
at the same time," he goes on to add, " there is a 
considerable difference between the regard for life, 
property, truth, and the general well-being of a 
neighbour, which displays itself in primitive rules 
of morality and that which is found among 
ourselves." 

Perhaps it is not too much to say that the whole 
, difference results from the primitive identification 

of morality with tribal custom. The progress of 
moral ideas depends upon their emancipation from 

1 the rule of custom. For this rule both limits their 
application and obscures their meaning. Early 
moral rules are limited in their application. All 
duties are regarded as duties to tho tribe and within 
the tribe ; and it is only by slow stages that the 
bonds of tribe and- nation have been broken, and 
that moral ideas have come to be recognised as 
having universal validity. And the same cause has 
obscured the mean1ng of morality. Early morality 
consists in adherence to custom ; by conseq ucnce 
it concentrates attention upon actions rather than 
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upon character, upon the external manifestations 
of life rather than upon its inward nature. . The 
emphasis has to be changed-motive and intention, 
rather than overt act, hJ~.ve to be accentuated-in 
order to bring out the true nature of morality. The 
progress of morality thus involves its gradual 
emancipation from the external rule of custom and, 
at the same time, an increase and deepening of the 
reflective factor. 

These notes on the history of morality lead up 
to our present subject. Morality is J!)JE:lrnal ;_it 

\belongs to the inner life. And this is the mark which 
·distinguishes it from the law of the land and the 
conventions of society. These affect a man from 
without, direct or limit his activity, and prescribe 
its sphere. Their operation is external ; and they 
do not touch him at every point ~ beyond the range 
of the actions which they require or forbid there 
are wide tracts of conduct to which the laws are 
indifferent or which they are unable to cover. 
•Further, they take account only of things done. 
There is an inner circle of personal life which a man 
claims as his own, and into which neither positive 
law nor social rule is able to penetrate. Morality is 
not limited in J;his way. It restS on a conscious
n:ss ?f the di~erence between good p.nd evil ; this 
consCiousness mlluences the springs of action in a 
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man's own nature ; it works from within out
wards, and is capable of affecting every part of his 
life. 

Law and morality, however, 1!-reel~~y_connected. 
They were uhdifferentiated in their origin, and their 

1 
subsequent history has been one of constant inter
action. Moral ideas guide the legislator, and the 
moralist has imitated the form and methods of tho 
jurist. Morality has been often presented as a system 

1of rules for conduct, or duties : the conception of 
moral law has been taken as fundamental. Nor need 
objection be taken to this course, provided we bear 
in mind that the moral law is not imposed by an 
external authority, and does not depend for its 
validity on sanctions or penalties. At the same 
time, when duty or the moral law is made the 
fundamental conception, there is nearly always 
a tendency to fix attention primarily on a man's 
actions rather than on the man himself, on his 
conduct rather than on his character, on what he 
does rather than on what he is. Morality is ex

' pressed in the imperatives " do this," " abstain from 
that"; and we examine a man's conduct to see 
whether the law has been kept. Provided what 
is required be performed, and what is forbidden 
avoided, we are apt to rest content. Yet it is 
possible that the man of exact performance may 

, remain untouched by the spirit of morality. No 
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1 correctness of conduct gives by . itscl£ the u_nit?' 
and completeness· of the moral life. And thJS IS 

acknowledged both by the plain man and by the 
philosopher. Though he have kept all the com
mandments from his youth up, a ma'h feels that 
something is still lacking. He asks which is the 
greatest commandment ; he seeks some compre
hensive duty which will contain all the others, and 
in fulfilling which he may have the assurance that 
he is a good man. The philosopher, also, tries to 
reduce the varied detail of-duty to a single principle, 
which will express the inward meaning of morality 
and the ways in which it applies to life. 

This Unity of principle has been sought in different 
ways. Sometimes the method has been external, 

1 and a general formula has been given for the results 
which were held to be worthy of attainment ; " the -
greatest happiness of the greatest number " is a 
formula of this sort. At other times the principle 
of duty has been found in an attitude of the will 
itself; and the good will-that is, a will.in harmony 
with the moral law-is said to be the only unqualified 
good. A view akin to this latter is a consequence · 
of the doctrine that morality is inte~nal. Goodness 

~ does not consist in a succession or collection of acts, 
which we must seek to describe by some general 

11' formula. It is a life, which expresses itself in 
i conduct but which has its source in volition. Duty 
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~he Ia,w ~f_!.he_ moral life ; but the moral life itself 1 
is re_alis(l<!in c ha_r!!-~!er. 

, A man's character is made both _f_Qt_him and Jzy 
him. It lsbaseaoii-his inherited powers and ten
dencies. It is develoil_ed _!>y _llis experience, includ
ing under " El_x_perience " both the-systematic train
ing which is called education and the countless 
influences which the mature as well·as the growing 
mind receives from physical, social, and mental sur
roundings. These influences meet with and operate 
through an internal factor which modifies the whole 
,P!:9E.u~t.- ThS is _the individual will. Heredity 
provides the basis of character. Thil environment 

1 gives the eXternal conditioris in which it mus(Iive 
and grow by assimilation of experience and adapta
tion to the circumstances of life. But the selection ') 
of material and the mode of adaptation depend upon ,I 
the nature of the man as a voluntary agent. The man 
himself is a factor in producing his own character .. 
It is through--his volition that one action is per
formed, another left undone ; one career chosen, 
another passed by. And these acts and omissions,, 
in their turn, modify the· character of the man to · 
whom they were due.j The disputed question about 
free-will need not trouble us hero. It is enough 
that a man's own volitions are an important factor in 
for~gjli~ character, and_that this voluntary fact_or . 
~ praise o~blame appropriate in jtftlging him. 
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No exact measure can be given of the extent to 
which volition determines character. Some char
acters seem to be more plastic than others from 
birth. A trend to virtue or to vice may be born with 
a man, and in some this trend is more decisive than 
in others. It is equally clear that circumstances 
may be favourable or hostile to the development of 
certain kinds of character. The surroundings into 
which some men are thrown are of a kind to encourage 
energy and the orderly rule of the desires and to call 
forth the higher interests of intellectual, artistic, or· 
social endeavour. Others, again, are so placed that, 
as we say, cirCIUJilStances do not give them a chance. 
No honourable career may be open; the surround
ings may be frankly criminal or wholly frivolous ; · 
and the character tends to be assimilated to the 
type. These considerations must give us ·pause 
should we attempt to assess the merit or guilt of the 
individual. For such an estimate we should require 
a full knowledge both of the inherited basis of .char
acter and of the social and other conditions under 
which it took shape. T.Qut comprendre c'est tout 
'J/ETdonner, it has been said. But this epigram too 
affects omniscience. Those who have known them
selves best have not been foremost in asserting that 
blame is altogether out of place. 

, The principle is clear enough, though its applica-
1 tion is complex and difficult. We do not praise or 
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blame a man for that in his nature with which his 
will has nothing to do-because he is tall or short, 
for instance, red-haired or dark. Yet· we carn10t/ 
say that even physical characteristics are altogether 
outside the range of the moral judgment. The 
admiration of. physical beauty, though frequently 
conventional and misplaced, has yet within it an 
element of moral appreciation. ! __ beautiful body 
suits a beautiful soul and is often its manifestation. 
The -b!J~~~y _of goodness and the goodness of beauty 
bave even been blended so as to form a single con
ception ; but this iS not the assertion of a fact, but 
only the expression of a hope that the ideals may not 
be finally distinct. The connexion between moral 
and physical excellence is too often broken owing to 
the intractable material with which the moral will is 
confronted. In the physical sphere the material is 

1 
more intractable-more fully determined by con
ditions independent of volition-than in the case of 
other aspects of life. :ijut even into it the moral 
element may enter. It is not by marking off one 

v sphere-for example, what is popularly called 
conduct-from the other manifestations of lifo, such 
as intellectual or even physical characteristics, that 
we can arrive at a correct account of what belongs to 
morality. The extent to which volition enters is the j 
only measure of the application of moral predicates. 
And there is no part. of man's nature which lies· 
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\entir!J_Jy_outaide_ th~_~aci~.J>Lhis._\\'_jll. A man may 
not be able to add a cubit to his stature, or to remove 
mountains from his path ; not every man has it in 
him to be an artist or a mathematician. But he can · 

. care for and preserve his bodily health, he can 
cultivate his intelligence and his artistic sense, and 
he can strive to climb the mountains that bar his 
progress. 

These considerations enable us to give a meaning 
to the two terms Nl!<t]lraL Virtue and Intellectual 
Vir~ue. The terms were used in Greek ethics ; . but· 
modern writers find them of doubtful application. 
The Greek word which . we translate " virtue" 
had not quite the same signification as our term ; 
to express that meaning fully it had to be qualified 

1by the ·adjective " moral." The term Natural 
Virtue (which, however, is of very rare occurrence) 

' was applied to the organic or impulsive basis for 
virtue in the inherited character-the inborn ten
dencies which facilitated . the growth of specific 
human excellences. These lie at the foundation of 
a man's voluntary activities and prepare him before
hand for the cultivation of certain habits of action. 
In the modern meaning of " virtue," that term 
cannot be applied to them, because it signifies not 
merely excellence, but an excellence which arises 
out of voluntary preferences. It is often diffi· 
cult, however, to draw the line between qualities 
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which are determined by inherited disposition and 
qualities which have been acquired by personal 
and even strenuous volition. What one man attains 

' at the price of a great struggle is entered into by 
another almost as a birthright. Consequently-

. apart from any question about individual praise or 
blame-we are forced to call by the name of virtues 
all excellences of character which (however they 
have been acquired) can be acquired or modified by 
voluntary effort. So far as any excellence is merely 
a natural or inherited tendency, it may be the basis 
of virtue, but is not itself a virtue. But the term 

\virtue is applicable when. the quality has become 
a source of habitual action, provided that it is also 
capable of being modified by voluntary effort. 

Physical capacities are by no means out of all 
relation to will. By systematic volition a man can 
greatly modify his original powers in the direction 
of health and strength ; by idleness or sensual excess 
he may allow his powers to run to seed and the 
physiological harmony in which health consists to be 
disturbed. The strong and healthy man is admired ; · 
the man is blamed who wilfully or negligently ruins 
his constitution. But we do not put health and 
bodily strength among the virtues. The reason is • 
twofold : these qualities are only in a small degree 
amenable to the will, and they cannot be described 
as habits of willing. Virtue is not only the result of 
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action ; it also tends to action in its turn, whereas 
these bodily qualities do not originate conduct, 
though they' are amongst its conditions. 

The question of the inclusion of intellectual 
qualities among the virtues must be decided on the 
same principles, though it involves greater difficulty. 
All tradition is on the same side, and wisdom has 
commonly been ranked as the highest of the virtues. 
But if virtue is a quality of will, a doubt arises. 
How can we say that wisdom is something in our 
power, like the other marks of a good character 1 
We are inclined to look upon it as a gift which we 
may use or misuse, but which it is not within our 
power to produce, any more than physical qualities 
are. 

When they described the excellences or virtues of 
man, both Plato and Aristotle based their classifica-

. tion on the distinction between reason and the non
rational. Plato looked upon the-soul as a kind of 
polity or constitution which consisted of three parts 
-reason, the spirited or active impulses, and the 
appetites and desires. Each of these parts had its 

. appropriate function and excellence. The excellence 
of the first was wisdom, of the second c~mrage, of 
the third temperance. The notion of excellence or 

' virtue, as used here, was without the special implica
tion of voluntariness which it has in modern usage. 
It is to Aristotle, however, that the definite dis-
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tinction of intellectual and moral virtues is due. He 
defined the former as excellences of the reason, 
whilst the latter were regarded as excellences due to a 
proper relation being brought abqut between reason 
and desire. There was no hesitation about ad
mitting intellectual qualities as virtues, because the 
element of volition had not its modern prominence 
in th!l conception of virtue. Aristotle himseU was 

· the first to make clear the importance of voluntary 
preference in the formation of virtuous habits. But 
this analysis was restricted to the case of the moral 
virtues, and was made to mark a fresh distinction 
between them and the intellectual virtues : the 
latter were said to be acquired mainly by in
struction, whereas the former were developed by 
voluntary action out of innate capacity into habits 
of preference. · 

If the modem view of virtue, by its emphasis on 
volition, coincides with what Aristotle called moral 
virtue, is not the whole intellectual life excluded from 

"'its scope ~ The inference would be justified only if 
reason and will were distinct faculties which carried 
on their business in mutual i:ildependence, instead of 
being, as they are, in intimate connexion. This con
nexion of reason and will is twofold. 

In the first place, intellect or reason is itseU 
v~untary in its exercise. · It is not a machine which 
is simply set in motion by touching the spring of will, 

B 
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It is 8. mode. in which a man acts. In thinking out 
the solution of a problem, or in forecasting the com
plicated issues of conduct, a man shows his nature 
as a voluntary agent as much as in tilling the ground 
or reaping the harvest, in eating his dinner or fight
ing his enemy. At least as much voluntary activity 
is required in following an argument as in transcrib
ing the words in which it is set forth. If a certain 
aptitude, in the way of intellectual capacity, is 
required for one process, it is equally true that an 
aptitude of the nature of physical capacity is required 
for the other. Either task may be performed with 
thoroughness, clearness, and impartiality, or in a 
scrappy, confused, and unfair manner ; and these 
different kinds of performance arise from and lead to 
habits which are apt to colour the whole character. 

Iri the second plac(\, as reason is a mode of volun
'j~ry activity, so also all a~tion which rises above mere 
~~mpulse partakes of reason. So clear did this appear 
to the leading Greek philosophers that they were 
puzzled to understand how volition could be divorced 
from reason-how there could be any such thing as 
unreasonable action. To . know what was good 
seemed to imply willing the good ; for how can a man 

'fail to desire the course which he sees to be best ¥ 
From this point of view the virtues were explained as 
simply different kinds of knowledge : a correct 
knowl~ge and estimate of pleasures would be 
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temperance; a knowledge of what was to be feared 
and what was ·not to be feared would be courage ; 
and so on. This is the Socratic paradox : the will 
of all men is for the good ; and virtue consists in 
knowledge: The view is obviously at variance with 
the facts ; yet it would seem to be no further from 

i the truth of things than the contrary view, often 
put forward in modern times, that reason can never 
be a motive to the will. This latter view is as great 
a paradox. as the characteristic doctrine of Socrates, 
although it may be stated so as to appear almost a 
truism. If reason is regarded as a distinct faculty 
in man, then it may be thought that its quasi
mechanical operations go on in a sphere of their 
own, and that it is only when they terminate in 
some pleasant idea that volition is set in motion. 
But reason is' not restricted to the manipulation 
of abstract terms and relations. Such abstract 
reasoning may very well have only an indirect 
bearing or no bearing at all upon action. The solu

,tion of the famous question, How many angels can 
'dance on the point of a needle 1 will sew on no 
buttons. But reason is concerned primarily with 
concrete interests ; these interests stimulate and 
sustain the reasoning process, and tend to enforce 
its conclusion. The real difficulty, therefore, is not 
to see how it is possible for reason to influence 
volition; but to understand its frequent failure to do 
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so. The difficulty is explained by the want of per· 
(ect harmony which exists between the constituent 
parts of man's nature. Desire is in origin allied to · 
impulse ; and impulse has its roots in deep-seated 
hereditary tendencies which have nothing to do with 

l
reason. It is therefore easy for conflict to arise 
between desire and reason. But these cases of dis
harmony always tend to equilibrium. Either the 
desires are brought into subjection to reason, or else 
the repeated victories of desire result in obscuring 
and perverting the decisions of the intellect until 
immoral conduct comes to be supported by immoral 
principles. · 

The term intellectual virtue, therefore, is not a 
misnomer, although it does not, as with Aristotle, 
illilicat6 a class distinct from moral virtue. There 
are ce_rtain excellences which belong to a man in 
his capacity as a thinking being, and these may 
be called intellectual virtues. Further, there is an 
element of thought in all action ; and, unless a man's 
conduct ui- tiisoiii6eitentenlightened by a view of 
its end, we hardly speak of it as virtuous : his 
temperance will be regarded as only the r~ult of a 
happy moderation in the strength of his passions. 
his courage as only an insensibility to fear, and so on. 
In true temperance the impulses are conWilled by 
the conception of an end worthy of a man's desire ; 
in true courage it is in pursuit of a high purpose that 
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pain and danger are readily faced. The purpose' 

I or end, which, in this way, is involved in all vir
tuous character, cannot be formed without reason. 
Virtue-if we take the term to include all the char-
acteristics which we call virtuous-is nothing less 
than the realisation of goodness in human character ; 
and it implies some idea-though not necessarily a 
complete, or even a clear, idea-of the good to bo 
realised. This is the element of truth in the Socratic 
paradox that virtue is knowledge. 

An account of the moral life, from the point of 
view of moral worth, must take the form of a descrip
tion and analysis of the virtues, that is, of the qualities 
which the moral consciousness of men regards as 
exhibiting goodness in human character. This 
realisation of goodness in man presents a. two-sided 
development, an individual or personal and a social. 
From the individual point of view we have to look. 
to the way in which a. man's capacities are 'brought 
into rational order and system. But the develop

,.ment of individual character docs not proceed by 
itself. Its nature and value can be understood only 
by taking into account the social relations and 
institutions into which the indiVidual was born and 
which he in his tum helps to build up or modify. 
, These two aspects are inseparable in the moralisa
tion of man. The moral ideal has to enter into his 
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own personal nature, so that impulse and desire 
are made to work in harmony with reason and the 
highest possible perfection is given to the develop
ment of his powers. This is the personal aspect of 
virtue ; and, as the greatest obstacle in its way is the 
power of unreasoning impulse and sensuous desire, 
we may say that personal virtue has to do in the 
first place with the suppression of sensualism, But 
this suppression of sensualism is accomplished in 
the virtuous character side by side with the S¥P
pression of selfishness. Man is a member of society 
-of the commonwealth of man-and the realisa
tion of his own nature must be carried out in con
nexion with a world of related persons, who in 
virtue of their personality have equal claims to 
moral development. This negative element-or 
element of suppression-involved in the moral life 
does not require the extinction either of one's own 

. personality in presence of others, or of desire and the 
pleasures of satisfaction in presence of reason. It is 

' the moralisation not the annihilation of ambition 
and desire that is demanded, the finding of one's 
true self in others' good as well as one's own, and the 
bringing of one's sensuous nature into harmony with 
the realisation of a rational personality. 

If we make this fundamental distinction of 
Personal and Social the basis of a classification of 
the virtues, we must bear in mind the limits of the 
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distinction. The individual self and the community 
a_re not centri)S of different circles ; they may rather 
be said to be the two foci in relation to which we 
may describe the course of human activities. H we 
follow only a part of the course of these activities, 
it may appear as if our actions were determined by 
their relation to one point only ; followed out, all 
our actions are seen to stand in relation to both 
points. No virtues are purely personal ; no vices 

)

1 can be indulged without detriment to society, 
though their most obvious effect may be on the 
individual. Temperance and intemperance, courage 
and cowardice entail manifold consequences to 
society ; wisdom is the true pilot of the state, which 
is wrecked if folly be at the helm. The social 

,/virtues, again-justice, benevolence, and the like
are in their essence personal qualities : but, in their 
case, not only the conditions which call them forth, 
bu~ their whole scope and character are due to 
society. We may therefore define P_ersonal Virtues 
as those excellences of character which exhibit the 
due--ordering and regulation of the lower by the 
higher nature, and the culture or development of 
this harmonious personality. Social Virtues, on 
the other hand, are those excellences of personal 
character which exhibit the individual in harmonious 
·relation with other persons-respecting their rights 
aild promoting the common welfare. And the two 
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classes are interdependent : without the personal 
virtues social good is not likely to be rightly striven 
after; without the social virtues, the personal 
character is a monstrosity-seeking individual good 
in isolation· from the community to which all 
qualities are due and in which all good must be 
realised. · 

Further, there are in human life dispositions and 
vactivities connected with our attitude not merely 

to personal and social ends, but to human life as a 
whole and its final meaning. These are apt to elude 
exact definition ; for thjl object which determines 
their scope is not one object amongst others presented 
in experience. Yet it is this attitude which gives 
completeness to human character ; and room must 
be found, under ·a third division, for virtues corre
sponding to what have been called Theological 
Virtues. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE CARDINAL VIRTUES 

l Personal virtues, or excellences not de
pendent for their meaning on social 
relations:-

(1) exhibiting self-control, 

25 

(a) the control of pleasures = TEMPERANCE. 

(b) the control of pains and .. 
direction of conduct in 
spite of pain, 

im•ol\'ing thus 

(2) self-culture, 

= CounAoa 

exhibited especially in the 
=WISDOMorganisation and direction of 

conduct by reason 

IL Social virtues, or excellences arising out of 
social relations:-

(1) due regard for the rights of others= JusTIOB, 
(2) due regard for the needs of othera = BENEVOLENCE 

III. Religious virtues, ot· excellences in the 
pe1'1!onalattitude to the ultimate meaning 
of life. 



CHAPTER !I 

TEMPERANCE 

I TIIE virtues of personal life are to be regarded both / 
from the side of <:lllltrol and from the side of culture. 
On the one hand the varied impulses and desires 
have to be regulated so as not to interfere with the 
realisation of the moral ideal. Man must be master 
of himself, neither swayed hither and thither by each 
desire as it arises, nor under the influence of some 
master passion which has obtained power in spite of . 
the moral reason. This element of self-control_is 
included in the full_EJ.eal_li_ng of s~lf-culture. But 
self-cultpre means much more. It is pre-eminently 
a positive and active attitude, as self-control is an 
attitUde of restraint. Self-culture means such a 
development of personal capacities as leads to tho 
realisation of the greatest possible perfection of one's 
nature. It is the active side of personal virtue, as 
self-control is its passive side. · 

Within this distinction we may find place for three 
out of the four Cardinal Virtues, which, shice the 
time of Plato, have been held to express the leading 
characteristics of all that is admirable in the moral 
life. The moral consciousness o~ Christian as well as 

28 
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"' non-Christian .t~es has accepted this account of tho 
qualities on whic~tuous habits "hinge," and it 
is therefore well to retain, as far as possible, tho 
old terminology and -divisions. JustJce, of course, 
belongs to the field of s~_c:i~l_!llorali_t_y:; but te_mper
~ce, co~gEJ,~_Ilcl, ~isdom may be taken as leading 

· persop_al virtu.es. _ Temperance and courage might be 
said to signify the due regulation of the inferior 
elements in man's nature and thus to be branches 
of self-control, while wisdom expresses the positive 
perfection of that which is highest in man, and is 
thus the most striking and brilliant quality in what 
is called self-culture. 

But this statement does less than justice to tho 
nature of courage. All that we mean by temper-

' ance is expressed by the term self-control; but tho 
same term does not express the full meaning of 
courage. It is true that, for courage as for tem
perance, the impulses need to be held in restraint. 

· Further, it is true that a close parallel may be drawn 
between the restraint exercised in temperance and 
that required for courage. But the latter has a 

' positive and active quality which does not belong 
to the former. As temperance may be said to 
consist in due restcaint of the tendencies to _pleasure, 
so in courage the fearof pain i!f.QQntrolled, and man 
is armed against the obstacles in his path. In 
Plato's account of them, both temperance and courage 
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might be ·regarded as different kinds pf self-control : 
temperance being the due regulation of the desires 
and appetites, while courage is the rational guidance 
of the spirited or combative part of the soul-a part 
which has, however, as he asserts, a natural affinity 
with reason and tendency to side with it against 
the usurpation of desire. This . distinction is of 
decisive importance. (In the cultivation of temper
ance the desires require to be restrained by reason, 
whereas it is guidance by reason that is chiefly needed 
to produce courage.) Only a partial view of courage 
can be got by regarding it as a case of self-control. 
This is its passive side~ In its positive nature it 
tends to manifest itself as the type of active virtue, 
which pursues its path undeterred by pain and 
difficulty and danger. 

1 The fundamental element in human activity is of 
the nature of impulse. The impulses, as they arise 

. and lead on to action, are not altogether without 
order or system : they occur in response to some 
definite kind of stimulus. Nor are they entirely 
blind : they may show adaptation to an end even 
when the agent has no conscious purpose before 
himself. When a definite impulse, with its special . 
emotional tone, follows upon its appropriate stimulus, 
and when the response is adapted to some vital need, 
we have the characteristic features of instinct. The 
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instinct, with its system and purposiveness, is part 
of the mental and physical endowment of the in
dividual as that has been determined for him by 
heredity.; In the life of instinct he enters into and 
assimilates the experience of the race--but without 
deliberation or foresight. With the growth of mind, 
a man begins to form conscious purposes and to · 
reflect upon the best means for realising them. The 
processes of the instinctive life are supplemented, 
and to some extent displaced, by an order governed 
by reflection; ends are sought which instinct did not 
provide, and they are sought by means which it did 
not devise ; volition and intelligence ·take the place 
of automatism ; the moral life becomes possible. 

But the life of conscious purpose has always as its 
basis the material of impulse. The appetites, which 
aim at supplying the needs of the physical organism, 
give rise to the most persistent and, nearly always, 
the strongest impulses. But other objects, as they 
excite interest and pleasure accompanies their pre
sence, occasion similar impulses and originate definite 
desires. The relative strength of these impulses 
varies greatly from the outset in different con
stitutions ; they appear in an unsystematic way ; 
and order is introduced among them gradually by 
reflection on their ends or result.~, and by means of 
the education which anticipates and guides such 
reflection. 
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In Plato's RepUblic, in which the soul of man is 
compared to a civic community, the desires are made 
to represent the industrial portion of the population ; 
and, as the sole duty of the working-class in Plato's 
state is to do their work in obedience to the laws of 
the guardians or rulers, so and in the same way the 
function of desire in the soul consists simply in 
obedience to the rule of reason. The analogy, of 
course, is not to a democratic state in which the 
people rule : that would suggest to Plato the mob
rule of desires in a man, and would, in his view' be 
little better than the tyranny of some master passion 
to which it would infallibly tend. His ideal state is 
an aristocracy in which the people do not rule but 
only obey._ When the same doctrine is extended 
to the soul, it would seem to lead to ~ view of the 
desires as without value of their own, and thus to 
an ascetic interpretation of the virtue of temperance. 

Yet the peculiarly Greek virtue of moderation 
suggests the orderly rule rather than the conquest 
and extermination of desire. The word which we 
translate temperance is, says Jowett, " a peculiarly 

. Greek notion which may also be rendered modera
tion, modesty, discretion, wisdom, without com~ 
pletely exhausting by all these terms the various 
associations of the word. It may be described as 
men.s sana in wrpore sano, the harmony or due. 

·proportion of the higher and lower elements of 
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human nature, which ' makes a man his own 
master,' according to the definition of the 
Republic." 

The doctrine that temperance consists in moderate\ 
use is most ftiJIYWOrlied out by Aiistotle; although 
he has a somewhat narrow-viiiw- onts application, 
for he limits his consideration of it to certain bodily 
desires or appetites. A habit of enjoying these in 
moderation is the excellence in which, as he holds, 
temperance consists, while asceticism or abstinence 
would seem to be as much a vice as excess. In 
this view of temperance we have perhaps the best 
example of Aristotle's characteristic doctrine of the 
"~"-a doctrine which he uses-to flX theexact 
measure of each of the moral virtues. In all the 
moral virtues we have reason applied to a certain 
content of impulse or desire ; and the doctrine of 
the mean is· an: attempt to give a precise account 
of the measure of this application-an account 
which is at the same time an explicit working out 
of the doctrine of moderation traditional in Greek 
ethics from the time of the Seven Sages. The 
doctrine, however, is not so precise as it looks. 
Aristotle is careful to point out that his " mean 
state " is not an absolute or arithmetical meim. 
He guards himself beforehand from the reproach 
brought against him long afterwards by Kant, that 
he ma,de merely a quantitative difference between 
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virtue and vice. The mean or moderate state in 
which virtue consists is relative to the matter with 
which it deals, and is determined by the judgment of 
the man of moral insight. The weight of the -whole 
Aristotelian doctrine of virtue thus rests upon the 
judgment of the good man or man of moral insight. 
The precision of the doctrine of the mean is really 

· lost in the explanation that only a relative mean 
is intended. All that remains of it is that· every 
virtuous habit lies between two opposed extrem.es. 
At what distance it standS from each cannot be told 
until the opinion of the morally good maJ:?. has been 
taken. Thus, no measure is given of the amount of 
use which is consistent with moderation, although 
the point is plainly made that temperance itn.J!!ies · 
use, not absiin~l)ce. 

But the question may be asked, Is. the rule of 
temperance due and moderate use, as Aristotle held, 
or the complete suppression of desire as the asce.tics 
of all ages have maintained 1 Put in this form the 
question admits of but one answer, and yet that 
answer is hardly satisfactory. AsceticisJ;D. is the 
gospel of pessimism. Only if the natural impulses 
and desires of men ·are wholly evil can virtue con
sist in their suppression. Now these impulses and 

.

1 

desires form the material basis of humanli.fe:- Even 
speculative -c?n~mplation could not survive .their 
complete extmct10n. The most logical pessimism, 
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accordingly, is that which identifies the suppression 
of desire with the extinction of life. 

The ascetic view denies the possibility of moralis-
.~ ing ordinary life : the desires, impulses, and appe

tites of man. It is content only with their complete 
suppression : even although its end may be tho 
monkish ideal of a future life of bliss to be obtained 
by the mortification of the flesh. This view has never 
been so popular as to endanger the continuance of 
human or social life. It affects only the anoomio 
persons in whom passion is a negligible quantity, or 
else the comparatively small number of people who, 
with strong passions,. have also a. resolute powor of 
self-mastery. Yet these latter are often among the 
best of their race ; and it makes them desert the 
rea.! battlefield of human morality, to seek victory 
o!\ a. field with which the race has little concern, 
since victory there can only be reached through 
death. 

The more immediate danger of the ascetic view of 
life is that it sets up-as was done in the times of 
monasticism, and as is still sometimes done to-day
a. dual standard of virtue : a. " higher life," which 
abstains from marriage, from the eating of flesh and 
the drinking of wine, even from social intercourse 
with fellow-men, and from the ordinary decencies 
of life ; and a. lower standard, which permits such 
things to the weaker wills of ordinary men. 

c 
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But it would be unfair to include in this con
demnation every demand for abstinence. A true 
. ethical spirit is often to be seen in such a demand. 
It may be required by the conditions of the personal 
life, or may be due to its social surroundings. The 
measure of temperance cannot b~!l3'P!~ssed by tne 
simple rule " be m()~e!ate :~ any_lllore than _by _the 
sJmnle rule " abst_ain." The former .may be nearer 
the true reading of virtuous performance: but its 
vagueness needs elucidation by a ·nearer view of its 
meaning, and this nearer view may give a partial 
or occasional justification to abstinence. 

In all cases, we have to ask what the.moti:ve or 
purpose is of the self-control in which temperance 
consists. Is it not the highest possible development 

' of our nature both for personal and for social ends 1 
. And, from the personal as well as from the social 
point of view, the rule of moderation in desire may 
not always exclude abstinence. Two elements are 
involved in ~he temperate life. The first is _self
m~tery: the passions must be so under control, 
that a man may know and feel himself their master 
and not liable to be turned aside by them from 
achieving the end of his moral endeavour. The 
second is ___ re_gulation: the bringi_ng of impulse and 
desire into such order that, instead of opposing, they 
may subserve a moral purpose. The function of the 
appetites in all animal life shows how they may. 
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serve important ends. Thus the primary appetites 

!
lead to the preservation of the individual and tho 
race, and in man they become the bonds of friendship 
and family affection. In this way tbe meroly 
natural impulse is moralised by being made tho 
guardian, not of life alone but also, in a measure, of 
the higher life. 

But circumstances, or the inherited disposition of 
the individual, may give any one impulse a strength 
far greater than is salutary in the interests of the 
moral and social life. This superabundant strength 
is most clearly characteristic of the primary appetites. 
They have to secure the preservation of the individual 
life and the perpetuation of the human race, and their 
importance, accordingly, is so great-especially in 
the pre-reflective stages of human development-
that we find them now clamant and powerful to a 
degree which often appals the reason. Hence it is 
that for the due regulation of desire,· mastery of 
desire may be regarded as· an essential condition. 
The governing element in the polity of man's life 
has to be trained to rule, and the subject desires have 
to be habituated to obedience. It may be sometimes 
necessary in the interests of the moral life to abstain 
altogether from indulging a desire, lest it grow by 
what it feeds on until it obtain such power as to be 
an obstacle to the performance of important service. 
This is perhaps not seldom tlie case in desires which 
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are due to social convention or to the special qualities 
of some natural object, though they may not have 
any immediate bearing upon morality. Thus it is 
told of a late distinguished man of aflairs, that " he 
once smoked a cigar and found it so deliCious that he 
never smoked again." The need of self-control will 
arise sometime, and that man alone is prepared for 
emergencies who has practised the art of self-sacrifice 
and trained his reason to bear rule in the soul. · The 
late Williani James-who was never afraid to point 
a moral-has gone so far as to Ia y down the practical 
maxim: "Keep the faculty of effart alive in you by 

· a little gratuitous exercise every day. That is, be 
systematically ascetic or heroic in little unnecessary 
points, do every day or two something for no other 
reason than that you would rather not do it, so that 
when the hour of dire need draws nigl!, it may .find 
you not unnerved and untrained to stand the test. 
Asceticism of this sort is like the insurance whi9h a 
man pays on his house and goods. ';l'he tax does him 
no good at the time and may possibly never bring 
him a return. But if the fire does come, his having 
paid it will be his salvation from ruin. So with the 
man who has daily inured himself to habits of con
centrated attention, energetic volition, and self
denial in unnecessary things. He will stand like 
a tower when everything rocks around him, and when 
his weake1 fellow-mortals are winnowed like chaff 
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in the blast." Perhaps most men are so placed 
that they do not need deliberately to seek these 
occasions· for self-denial. But whether they are 
sought outr.-as James recommends-or whether they 
come unsought, they are essential to the training of 
character. 

When we take into account the social aspect of 
the virtue of temperance, there may appear to be 
still further room for abstinence. When a man 
drinks no wine for fear he may become a drunkard, 
we commend his conduct, but think his self-control 
short of the highest. He is able to subdue desire, 
but not to regulate it. But when he drinks no wine 
lest others may become drunkards, we do not 'thus 
qualify our admiration. The need for such self
sacrifice arises from the fact that personal and social 
development do not keep step in their progress. The 
same community contains individuals at all stages 
of moral and intellectual development : men of 
strength of will and high purpose on the one hand, 
and on the other men who need every adventitious 
aid to strengthen their weak germ of self-control, and 
who are unable to understand any rule of the desires 
which allows them to play any part at all in life. For 
the sake of such, and at the call of social duty, the 
higher culture which uses without abusing may bend 
itself to non-usage, and neither drink wine nor eat 
meat lest a brother _offend. Abstinence of this kind, 
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however, would seem to be limited in its scope, be
cause the grounds for it are occasional and temporary. 
It is when the desires have no essential connexion with 
what is good and admirable in life, that there may be 
a call to forgo their enjoyment altogethedest ~thers 
fall into excess ; and, as self-control is more widely 
spread throughout the community, the need for such 
abstinence for the sake of example will disappear. 

A zeal against fleshly lust has led almost every 
moral and religious teacher to lay his ban upon some 
natural desire or other in the interests of the moral 
progress of the community he was addressing. The 
flesh has been contrasted with the spirit as the source 
of all evil ; and a pattern of holiness exhibited in 
a purely spiritual or purely intellectual life. But 
such life is not the life of man. His highest attain
able life does not abolish the life of sense, but purifies 
and ennobles it, by bringing it into harmony with a 
high purpose and by gathering its forces tqgether to 
fulfil a worthy end. It is in this way that not the 
body only, but the whole framework of life, may be 
fitted to become, in religious language, a " temple of 
the Holy Ghost." 

The leading characteristic of the intern perate life 
is a .negative one. It is without order or system. 
The intemperate man is swayed by each impulse 
as . it arises and asserts its strength. He never 
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achieves a stable character, or, if he docs, it is only 
through the overmastering force of a single impulse 
to which repeated indulgence has given the lead in 
his life. It has been urged that a strong impulse of 
this kind can only be overcome by finding a stronger 
impulse which is able to wrest from it its place. 
Emphasis used to be laid on the moral importance of 
this view by Dr Chalmers in expounding a favourite 
doctrine of his-" the expulsive power of a new 
affection." And there is a certain amount ol truth 
in the doctrine. A strong impulse cannot be over
come by an intellectual notion. The merely formal 
·conviction that the impulse is bad, is not enough to 
reduce its strength. The evil affection must be 
replaced by good affections. Yet the view is only 
partially correct ; it does not recognise the organic 
unity of mental facts~ven such different facts as 
desire and understanding. The moral life is not 
like some ancient battlefield in which the issue is 
determined by single combat between twQ champions. 
The metaphor of the battlefield may not be in· 
applicable to many of its incidents, but even then it 
is opposing forces, not single champions, that are 
matched against one another. The moral life is an 

'organised system, and its progress is a process of 
growth, in which material is both assimilated and 
rejected. 

The material is impulse which finds its term in the 
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enjoyment" of an object. The earliest moral training 
consists in the application of measure or moderation 
to the gratification of these impulses. This involves 
the restraint of impulse-a restraint which is seen 
to be adapted to the realisation of a desire, and 
involves more or less complicated adjustments of 
acts to ends. In this way impulses and desires 
become co-ordinated with reference to their purpose. 
The merely natural impulses are thus brought into 
complex mutual relations which receive form and 
unity from some rational idea. The highest con
ception we can form of a moralised life is one in 
which complete unity of character and purpose has 
been achieved by the harmonious subjection of all 
impulses and systems of impulses to the idea of the 
Good. This is the ideal of the temperate man, and, 
in its completeness, it is also the ideal of the per
fectly virtuous man : for only in subordination to 
the highest moral ideal can complete co-ordination 
and regulation of impulses be established. Even if 
this unity were realised, human character.would still 
be a very complex system-consisting not merely in 
the ordering of particular impulses, but in the 
unification of many such orders or subordinate 
systems corresponding to the various classes of needs 
and desires which enter into life. Our material 
needs, our family relationships, our friendships, our 
businesses, our favourite pursuits, all form such 
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minor volitional systems, or, as they have been called, 
" universes of desire." It is a mark of an imper
fect character when these various groups of desire 
and interest are not co-ordinated-do not together 
make up a system: so that a man's life is torn and 
disconnected, and no common thread of purpose 
runs through it. And it is a mark of a bad character 
when a volitional system which is only fitted to fill 
a subordinate place in life is allowed to dominate the 
whole, when sense or self is the centre upon which 
a man's whole world of desire turns. Again, the 
training of character takes place not wholly or 
chiefly by exciting new interests, but by introducing 
order into the grouping of interests, so that the 
different universes of desire may be systematised in a 
harmonious life. 

Now the ordinary view of temperance is that it 
1 implies the preservation of at least so much order in 

one's volitional systems that a man is the slave 
neither of each impulse as it arises, nor of that 
system of impulses whose end is sensuous gratifica
tion. But the principle admits of extension. If 
we extend the use of the term temperance so as to 
include not merely the control of sensuous desire, 
but the control of all desirt)B which obstruct the 
highest moral performance in our power,- the prin
ciple and root-idea of the ancient virtue of temper
ance are still preserved, while it has a fresh applica-
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tion given to it. Universes of desire which are far 
removed from the vulgar temptations of sense, 
and are in themselves of high moral worth, yet, for 
men with certain gifts and in certain surroundings, 
may not give promise of the noblest performance 
in their power. A man is said to " deny himself " 
who postpones one volitional system, or universe of 
desire, to another which has greater moral claims 
upon him : who gives of his substance that others 
may not want, who toils at his business to give his 
children a good start in the world, who lives laborious 
days in the service of science or of art, or in hope that 

·lie may leave a nat:Qe which the world will not 
willingly let die. For these interests and such as 
these, he · restrains a whole class of clamorous 
desires and turns his back on what the world calls 
pleasure. 

But still higher ends than fortune or fame may call 
him ; and the question may arise in his life whether 
he is to cultivate the universe of desires connected 
with his intellectual interests and artistic ideals, 
or whether even these must be postponed to realising 
for others than himself the conditions of a worthy 
human life. No simple answer can be given to the 
question. It is not possible to lay down any definite 
rule for deciding between the rival claims of such 

. different circles of interest as those of higher personal 
culture and social benevolence. Much must depend 
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on each man's special gifts and on the special circum
stances in which he is placed. Yet moral judgment 
is not silent on the point. We do not hesitate to 
condemn as selfish the man who ignores the claims 
of human brotherhood, even although he may be on 
the trail of an unclassified worm or be compiling a 
" key to all the mythologies." And we feel that the 
man who has the instincts and powers of the artist, 
philosopher, or discoverer, and yet has proved him
self able to subordinate these noble desires in the 
service of other men less fortunately placed than 
himself, has shown the noblest form of self-sacrifice
a self-sacrifice which expresses the highest develop
ment of the virtue of temperance. 

"There are men, we know," says T. H. Green, who 
has insisted on tbJs point, " who with the keenest 
sensibility to such pleasures as those of ' gratified 
ambition and love of learning,' yet deliberately 
forgo them; who shut themselves out from an 
abundance of resthetic enjoyments which would be 
open to them, as well as from those of family life ; 
and who do. this in order to meet the claims which 
the work of realising the possibilities of the human 
soul in society-a work a hundredfold more complex 
as it presents itself to us than as it presented itself 
to Aristotle-seems to make upon them. Such 
sacrifices are made now, as they were not made in tho 
days of the Greek philosophl!rs, and in that sense a 
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higher type of living is known among us ; not because 
there are men now more ready to fulfil recognised 
duties than there were then, but beQause with the 
altered structure of society men have become alive 
to claims to which, with the most open eye and heart, 
they could not be alive then." Such sacrifices, we 
may add, exhibit the greatest trial and greatest 
triumph of modern cultured goodness-the triumph 
of the ideal of human brotherhood over the selfish 
development even of the highest part of the individual 
nature. 

The full and final universe of desire must be one 
in which the narrowness of· individual ambition 
and individual culture, as well as the grossness of 
sensual appetite, has been overcome. Sense must 
be permeated by reason, and reaso.n itself inspired by 
the ideal of a common humanity. Among the circles 
or systems of personal interest, the social self asserts 
its claim as pre-eminently the moral self. A society 
of intemperate men, in the narrower sense of the 
term, that is, of men ruled only by sensuous desire, 
has in itself the seeds of disintegration and decay. 
The .citizens must discipline their own members that 
they may be fitted both to submit to and to exercise 
the control and ordered activity that constitute a 
commonwealth. And social progress requires a 
corresponding development in this power of personal 
control-the regulation not merely of what is called 
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bhe " lower· nature," but of all lesser interests, in 
presence of the spirit of social unity-the recog
nition of the claims of mankind upon the devotion 
of men. 



CHAPTER III 

COURAGE 

IT is not without reason that courage holds the fore 
most place in Aristotle's list of the virtues. Plato's 
order was different : temperance coming first as the 
control of appetite and desire, and next to it courage 
as the due regulation of certain higher im,pulses, 
combative or spirited, which act as watch-dogs of- the 
soul and protect it from danger. This view better 
reveals the essential nature because ·the true purpose 
of courage. It is the type of active virtue which 

''triumphs over difficulties and dangers for the sake 
of a worthy end. 

But courage, in its beginnings, is something less 
dignified. It is not so much the guidance of the 
active impulses which guard the soul against evil 
and, as Plato has it, naturally side with reason 
against desire. It has to perform another and 
inferior office : to act as a restraint on what is base 
rather than as the guide of higher powers. It has 
to control the ignoble impulse under which a ·man 
tends to turn his back to the foe, to flee from danger, 
to tremble at the shock of fear, to be unmanned by 
a touch of pain. Hence courage may be said to be 

40 
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the first element; the basis of manliness ; it would 
seem to be the primary .excellence which appears in 
the triumph of the moral over the natural man. 

The control of fear-of certain kinds of fear, at 
any rate-seems to arise earlier in the history of 
races than the control of the appetites whose satis
faction brings sensual pleasure. It is the strength 
of these impulses that often impels men and animals 
to put aside fear and. face danger in pursuit of food 
or mates. Mastery of pain, in this sense, precedes 
mastery of pleasure. The virtue which first raises 
man to organised civic existence is the virtue of 
courage. The very existence of a young community 
commonly rests on the fighting quality of its members; 
and the courage required is courage in presence of 
the dangers of war and. battle. This is the primitive 
type of manliness ; and to this quality the warlike 
Romans gave the characteristic name of virtua : 
the man's excellence rather than the woman's, for 

. the woman kept the home while he defended it with 
his sword from hostile attack. 

This is the primitive virtue ; and we are often 
reminded, from unexpected quarters, of the pro
minent place it occupies even in the modem con
science.· " Every man," said Dr Johnson, " thinks 
meanly of himself for not having been a. soldier, or 
not having been at sea .... Were Socrates and 
G'harles the Twelfth of Sweden both present in any 
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company, and Socrates to say, 'Follow me and. hear 
a lecture in philosophy ' ; and Charles, laying his 
hand on his sword, to say,' Follow me and dethrone 
the Czar,' a man would be ashamed to follow 
Socrates. Sir, the impression is universal. ... The 
profession of soldiers and sailors has the dignity of 
danger. Mankind reverence those who have got 
over fear, which is so general a weakness." · 

Courage has been often represented as rather a 
' physical quality than a moral virtue. But the 
difference, in this respect, between it and the otJ:ter 
virtues is only a difference of degree. All· the virtues 
are connected with organic conditions ; they are all 
built upon impulsive or instinctive tendencies. In 
courage, the impulsive basis is· more obvious than 
it is in the case of the other yirtues. The ability to 
look danger calmly in the face, and tci bear pain 
with unblenched cheek, is certainly very largely a 
matter of inherited constitution ; and it is perhaps 
on this account that we find Plato sometimes 
drawing a broad line of distinction between courage 
and the other virtues. "Do you ask me," he says, 

, " what is that one thing which I call virtue and then 
again speak of as two, one part being courage, and 
the other wisdom ? I will tell you how that occurs : · 
one of them has to do with fear ; in this the beasts 
also participate, and quite young children-! mean 
courage ; for a courageous temper is a gift of nature, 
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and not of reason. But without reason there never 
has been, nor is, nor will be a wise and understanding 
soul." 

Courage, however, is like the other virtues in that 
it admits of training. The power to stand up against 
fear is not altogether out of our control ; the con
stitutional basis of courage, like the constitutional 
basis of temperance, may be developed, or may be 
allowed to degenerate, by the kind of voluntary 
activity carried out, until courage or cowardice 
becomes habitual. It is true that, in the case of 
courage, more depends upon inherited constitution, 
less is in the power of the will, than in the case of 
temperance. But in neither case is either con
stitutional tendency or volitional power all-suf
ficient ; and courage admits of being strengthened 
and directed by means fundamentally the same 
as those which are employed for education in 
temper~nce. 

The view of courage taken by Aristotle is in its 
extent much more restricted than would be required 
to suit all the demands of modern life. He practi
cally limits it to the quality first produced by the 
necessities of civic life and most essential in the 
citizen-soldier : the control of fear in presence of the 
dangers of war and battle, for these are the most 
terrible ·of dangers, involving death. That man, 
he says, is in the striqt sense courageous " who 

D 
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fearlessly faces an honourable death, and all sudden 
emergencies which involve death." 

Even here, dealing simply with the brave man's 
attitude-to the dangers of battle, we may distinguish 
two very different kinds or forms of courage. There 
is, in the first place, the kind of courage which 
enables a man to meet a sudden emergency-to 
attack or defend, without reflection or deliberation, 
when time for these may fail. For this the habit 
ingrained in the inherited constitution is most 
effective. It is, we may say, a quality of the blood
which fires at a sudden shock, and is fired to fight 
and not to flee. And this kind of courage-being 
immediate and almost instinctive in its operation
is most difficult to produce by practice. 

In the second place, there is the courage which is a 
habit of deliberate choice, by which a man is able 
calmly to select and follow the path strewn with 
dangers if it be the path of honour. It is this latter 
kind of courage that may be said to be most clearly 
a moral virtue, because it is a product and char
acteristic of the reflective will. The impetuous 
courage of uncivilised races is most commonly of the 
former kind-fierce and relentless in the onset, but 
unable to stand and continue the fight when once the 
charge has been withstood and the line.broken, and 
thus, in warfare, usually unfit to cope with the dis-

. ciplined courage of civilised armies. 
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The contrast between these two kinds of courage 
may be illustrated by a scene described by R. L. 
Stevenson in his novel Catriona. Alan Breck and 
David Balfour are on the sands of Gullane watching 
for the boat which is to carry one of them to France 
and safety, while behind the sandhills, half a mile 
away, the soldiers of the Lord Advocate are hastening 
to anticipate the boat's crew. It is a race for life in 
which the men whose lives are at stake can neither 
further nor hinder the issue. And the two men take 
the experience· differently. Alan Breck, the" bonny 
fighter," and hero of the famous battle of the 
Round House, who has faced sudden death a hundred 
times and never flinched, is now almost unmanned, 
runs forward a few paces and then back, enters 
the water and again retreats, while his younger 
companion doggedly awaits the issue. " For auld, 
cauld, dour, deidly courage," says Alan to him, "I 
am not fit to hold a candle to yourself." This is the 
courage not of hot blood, but of strong will and 
steady principle, and much more than the other 
realises what is reqnired of courage as a moral 
virtue-that it be a control of fear with a noble or 
worthy purpose in view. If we may trust that 
veracious historian M. Alexandre Dumas the elder, 
this was the kind of courage which distinguished the 
Protestant leader King Henry of Navarre. His 
cheek blenched and limbs trembled at the opening 
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of a battle ; he was constitutionally a coward ; but 
he led in the thickest of the fight : for he was brave 
of deliberate purpose, for the sake of honour and 
glory. 

This distinction between the courage of physical 
constit.ution and the courage of deliberate purpose, 
which is a moral virtue, must be supplemented by 
another distinction, which has been already fore
shadowed by the view that has been taken of courage 
as involving elements both of self-control and of self
culture. The passive courage which can endure all 
things is not always accompanied by the active spirit 
which prompts to great enterprise in spite of diffi
culty and danger. Endurance is the passive side of 
the virtue of courage ; and, in times of oppression 
and persecution, there may be little scope for any 
other form of courage. It may even be that, to some 
types of character, and at certain periods, no oppor
tunity has been offered-or has been apparent
for infusing one's ideals into the actual circum
stances of life : to bear manfully the evil of the 
world has seemed to be its only good. This was the 
dominant note of the Christian ideal of courage as 
described both by early and by medieval writers. 
To the things of the present world it presented a 
mainly negative at~itude. Cicero's term jartitudo 
for the cardinal virtue of courage, adopted by St 
Ambrose, and passing from· him to the medieval 
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moralists, came in this way to have ~vith them. the 
prevailing signification of endurance. Forgiveness 
in return for injury, meekness in presence of the proud 
claims of others, were essentially connected with 
the new Christian idea of the brotherhood of man. 
But they were also allied to that meaner view of the 
value of all temporal concerns, which tho assurance 
of man's spiritual dignity and destiny implied, or 
seemed to imply. Only when a prospect seemed 
-to arise of remoulding the temporal order by the 
spiritual factor, and rebuilding a " city of God " 
upon earth, was it possible for Christian courage to 
resume the active characteristics of energy and 
en~rprise which marked the old Pagan virtue, and 
to carry them forward to wider issues. 

The undue emphasis often laid on the physical 
basis of courage has obscured its connexion with the 
virtuous life as a whole. But we look upon it wrongly 

.when we regard it as a solitary virtue which can 
easily coexist with all sorts of vice. No more than 
the other virtues is courage able to stand alone and 
to stand firm. · It is true that warfare is commonly 
signalised by wild outbursts of the natural passions, 
when· the goods and persons of the vanquished lie 
at the mercy of the victors. But the outburst is in 
part due to the enforced restraint of the days of 
preparation for the conflict. Especially as warfare 
and warlike training are developed, the connexioo 
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of courage with other virtues of character becomes 
apparent. Thus, the education of the Spartan 
youth was a training in temperance-that is, in pro
longed abstinence from many natural pleasures
at the same time that it was pre-eminently a training 
in the control of that fear of pain and danger which 
stands in the way of the survival of a people sur
rounded by enemies. 

As in the case of temperance, so in that of courage, 
the purity of the ancient notion, as set forth by 
Aristotle, admits of defence. Its source is internal : 
its spring is the good will which is dominated by a 
purpose held to be worth the effort. But the virtue 
is applied by him to a narrow field. The State, with 
its need for defence, is the source of the honourable 
or noble end for the sake of which the brave man acts 
bravely. It is characteristic of Aristotle that, in tlie 
last resort, the State-the social order and social 
opinion-determines the extent of all the moral,. 
virtues, except, indeed, of that pure life of con
templation to which the State itself is subservient. 
And the same conception dominates Plato's thought, 
though he has allowed himself greater freedom with 
actual conditions in his construction of the ideal 
State within which virtue operates. " There are 
two things," he says, " which give victory...,...con
fidence before enemies and fear of disgrace before 
friends. . • . There are two things which should be 
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cultivated in the- soul ; first, the greatest courage ; 
secondly, the greatest fear." Yet Greek ethics was 
not without a wider notion. Socrates had indicated 
the validity of a higher law than that of the State; 
and Cynics and Stoics, often with a harshness which 
bct"okens the struggling of a new idea imperfectly 
apprehended, had emphasised their readiness to 
overcome the '' fear of disgrace before friends " 
in carrying out their ideal of the wise or good man's 
life. 

This is the root-element in what is called moral 
courage. The limitation of the name is unjustifiable : 
for the control of the fear of physical evil may exhibit 
a moral virtue of character quite as much as the 
control of the fear of social evil-of disgrace or 
ridicule amongst those who determine the opinion 
of the community-in which so-called moral courage 
consists. Yet the term, although unnecessarily 
qualified, indicates a widening of our moral con
ceptions. Not to fear ridicule or social contumely 
in pursuit of a good object is as true a form of 
courage as not to fear shot or shell in defence of one's 
country. In both the high purpose controls the fear 
of evil-whether the evil be to limb and life, or to 
social repute. And to brave the latter loss shows 
that our moral ideal is more securely rooted than in 
social institutions or opinion. · 

In one stage of social development, the enthusiasts 
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who desire to bring about fundamental changes of 
life and thought are tortured and put to death. 
A more refined civilisation laughs them to scorn. 
And so the robust Dr Johnson regarded persecution 
as a test of truth : are men willing to die for their 
creed ~ The politer Earl of Shaftesbury looked· to 
ridicule as the specific against superstition : the_ 
errors of enthusiasm are to be laughed down by the 
raillery of the educated. The criteria are different ; 
but the moral attitude is the same which enables 
the brave man to follow without fear -what he 
regards as noble or true, whether the pains that 
threaten him be those of physical torment or of 
social scorn. What we call moral courage is there
fore not a new and purer form of the virtue ; it is 
only a fresh application of it, which involves willing
ness to endure social as well as physical penalties. 

Although Aristotle was thinking mainly of the 
dangers of battle, he means by courage a state of 
heart and will, and not merely physical prowess ; 
and he accordingly distinguishes true courage from 
various false or spurious kinds of courage. Using 
slightly different names from his, we may enumerate 
these spurlous-:-perhaps they should rather be called 
imperfect-kinds of courage as the courage of hope, 
which seeks onlY, reward or distinction ; the courage 
of fear, which is\;ililply to avoid disgrace or punish
ment ; the coura~e of experien~e, as that of regular 

' 
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troops matched against irregulars ; the courage of 
_rage, which is merely an animal quality and Iacl<s 
reflection ; the courage of the sanguine man, who 
overestimates his chances ; and the courage of 
ignorance, where the danger is unknown. And to 
these we migh~ add the courage of insensibility, 
where neither the worth of life nor the pain of death 
and wounds touches the imagination : a courage due 
to sluggish emotions rather than to the deliberate 
choice of the good ; and the courage of despair, 
in which life itself is no longer valued : whereas the 
highest courage, as Aristotle himself remarks, is 
manifested where a happy life is risked or relin
quished for a noble end. 

The brave man, therefore, is simply the moral man 
in presence of danger and triumphing over fear : 

''But who, if he he called upon to face 
· Some awful moment to which heaven has joined 

Great issues, good or bad for human kind, 
Is happy as a Lover ; and attired 
With sudden brightness like a man inspired 
And, through the heat of conflict, keeps the law 
In calmness made, and sees what he foresaw. 

Who, whether praise of him must walk the earth 
For ever, nnd to noble deed~; give Lirth, 
Or he must fall, to sleep without his fame, 
And leave a dead unprofitable name-
Finds comfort in himself and in his cause." 
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No virtue is merely personal : simply because 
human nature never stands by itself as a mere 
individual. Courage is essentially a personal virtue-
the control of a man's fears by his higher nature : 
whether what is fearful be pains of body or of mind, 
loss of limb or life or of social reputation. But it 
is not merely personal : the call for these different 
kinds of control varies with their relation to social 
welfare, and divergent estimates of their value 
arise as social needs change. Thus, both -to the 
Greek and to the Roman citizen military courage 
was the first article in the moral creed. The stability 
of the city depended on it ; tradition and custom 
demanded it as part of a citizen's outfii! for life. 
Yet Plato saw that it was an imperfect expression of 
a man's nature. Mere soldiers, he. said, tended to 
relapse into savagery, as mere men of science or 
scholars tended to degenerate in physical quality
till they became unable to maintain themselves in 
the struggle of life. He foresaw this as a danger 
which might result from the division of classes in his 
ideal state--the increasing rudeness of the military 
and weakness of the intellectual class : and he pro
posed to avoid the defects of both by blending the 
two strains in intermarriage. 

The attitude of the early Christian converts 
showed a notable ·divergence from the antique 
model in reference to the courage which is the 
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builder of cities and foster-mother of great races. 
They did not lack courage, even physical courage; 
but it was in the way of bearing pain, oppression, 
and martyrdom ; it was endurance, fortitude. As 
for the more active courage. of the warrior, or the 
enterprise of the statesman, it seemed to them 
energy misspent in service of a world which lay in 
wickedness, and the end of which was not far off. 
This changed moral attitude was undoubtedly a 
source of weakness to the Empire, many of the best 
of whose citizens learned to depreciate all worldly 
aims. 

In the modern State there are other circumstances 
which may seem to lead to a decline in physical 
courage. Ease and luxury, wherever they abound, 
weaken .the moral fibre and unfit a man to exert his 
powers to the full and to endure the shock of physical 
pain ; but ease and luxury are not peculiar to the 
newer civilisa.tions. The whole tendency of the 
modern industrial system, however, has been thought 
to be unfavourable to the culture of physical courage. 
It ac6ustoms men to a calling which, if not peaceful, 
at least settles its disputes by other means than 
force ; and where, as often happens in international 
relations, a peaceful settlement cannot be effected, 
the more commercial nations hire and set aside a 
spe~ial class-a standing army_.:.to do their fighting 
for them. 
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Men of letters have lamented the decay of fighting 
quality ; and great soldiers have defended war as the 
training-ground of the noblest virtues : " without 
war," said von Moltke, " the world would deteriorate 
into materialism." It may be doubted, however, 
whether the effects of industrialism have been 
correctly analysed. Some five and thirty years ago, 
the late Walter Bagehot, a most acute and thought
ful observer, wrote as follows : " Somehow or other 
civilisation does not make men effeminate or unwar
like now as it once did. There is an improvement in 
our fibre-moral, if not pJ,ysical. In ancient times, 
city people could not be got to fight---£eemingly 
could not fight; they lost their mental courage, 
perhaps their bodily nerve. But nowadays in all 
countries the great cities could pour out multitudes 
wanting nothing but practice to make good soldiers, 
and abounding in bravery and vigour. This was so 
in America ; it was so in Prussia ; and it would be so 
in England too. The breed of ancient times was 
impaired for war by trade and luxury, but the 
modern breed is not so impaired."· The contrast 
is perhaps over-accentuated; but th re have been 
other instances, since Bagehot wrote, which might 
be quoted in support of his confident generalisation 
that trade has not weakened the fighting spirit of the 
race. " Somehow or other," courage of the ancient, 
heroic, physical kind has been preserved in modern 
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character. And war is not the only condition that 
calls it forth. Courage of the same sort is required 
by the explorer and the inventor-by thoso who 
gather the material for science, ·and by those who 
apply its ideas for promoting human interests. 

Further, modern life gains by recognising the wide 
extent of the virtue of courage-by finding it in 
regions, intellectual and philanthropic, where its 
presence was not clearly seen by ancient morality. 
It in especially in associating it with active devotion 
to the claims of truth and of benevolence that our 
conception has been widened .. The man who 
end urea toil and discouragement, danger or ridicule, 
in discovering and proclaiming truth, or in devoting 
his life to the service of others, displays a moral 
virtue essentially the same as that which the soldier 
shows in bearing the hardships of the campaign and 
the risks of battle,-and he displays the virtue on an 
even nobler field. 



CHAPTER IV 

WISDOM 

IT is difficuit to assign the precise place of wisdom 
among the virtues. If we look simply to the excellent 
traits of human nature, there is nothing, we may say, 
more admirable than a wise and understanding soul. 
We would all make Solomon's choice, if we had the 
chance-or think we would. Yet we look upon 
wisdom as a gift, a brilliant quality, which is granted 
to some and denied to others, and which is entirely 
beyond our control. If virtue means simply excel
lence, then (with Aristotle) we call wisdom an intel
lectual virtue. But if we agree (as modern writers 
usually agree) to call by the name of virtue only 
those admirable qualities which are habits of will, 
and capable of voluntary modification, then we find 
difficulty in admitting it into our list. · 

If we are in earnest with this view of the nature of 
virtue, it seems clear that intellectual qualities, 
regarded merely as such, cannot be recognised as 
virtues at all. High qualities of intellect cannot 
properly be called virtues any more than distin
guished physical capacities. In the Aristotelian 
ethics, we find science and art placed among the 

G2 
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virtues-and from one point of view correctly. 
They are excellences of the intellect, just as strength 
is an excellence of the bodily frame. But if virtue 
is a volitional habit, then we cannot say that there 
is a virtue of the man of science or of the artist, any 
more than that there is a virtue of the strong man. 
We shall have to say that the virtue depends on tho 
way in which natural qualities are cultivated and 
applied under voluntary control. 

Yet it is more than tradition which makes us 
doubt whether our view of virtue would be complete 
without definite recognition of an attitude of char
acter which is to be regarded as primarily intellectual : 
and if any place is assigned to this attitude then it 
cannot be short of the highest. It may not com
prehend all that common discourse and philosophy 
have. called by the name of wisdom, and it may 
sometimes appear as if another name-truth or 
sincerity, for example-would be more appro
priate. Ev{ln with regard to temperance and 
courage the denotation of the old terms has been 
somewhat modified; and a like modification may bo 
permitted in the use of the term wisdom. Now, as 
temperance may be called the virtue of the im
pulsive will, controlling and ordering the impulses 
and desires, and as courage may be called the virtue 
of the practical will, which disregards pain for the 
sake of the object sought, so we want a name for the 
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virtue of the rational will, in which we find the 
highest manifestation of man's character-that 
which brings out his distinctive excellence as pos
sessed both of reason and of freedom ; and for this 
purpose the word wisdom seems the fittest as it 
is the traditional term. 

Again, the suitability of this way of regarding the 
matter may be seen if we revert to our initial view 
of ·the principle underlying the distinction among 
the personal virtues. The characteristics involved 
were said to be self-control and self-culture. The 
conception of self-control covered all that was 
meant by temperance. Courage was seen to occupy 
an intermediate place, involving on the one side 
control-the control of fear-and, on the other side, 
culture--the carrying out one's purpose. In the 
highest aspect of man's character, the element of 
subjection to control disappears. S_o far as man's 
will is completely rational, what is needed is culture 
only, not control by something else. Temperance, 
courage, and wisdom, therefore, may be taken to 
represent three stages or aspects of the virtuous 
character-the lowest, whose excellence consists in 
receiving due measure and purpose from the higher ; 
the intermediate, which requires both restraint and 
development ; and the highest, which gives unity 
and purpose to the whole nature, and aims at the 
realisation of its best capacities. 
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We have found the common characteristic of the 
virtues to lie in a state of will-a will in harmony with 
the good. The harmony may indeed be far from 
perfect ; but the more nearly it is approached, the 
higher is the virtue. Still further, we may be only 
faintly conscious of the nature of the good which is 
being realised in our own character. By instinct and 

. training a man may show himself brave and his own 
master, without thinking much of the ends thereby 
achieved. · Yet virtue is a atate of consciousness
not mere instinct. It does not, of course, require 
elaborate reflection upon our own motives ; far less 
does it involve the morbid self-examination which 
turns life to bitterness. Its consciousness is not a 
consciousness of the individual self and its struggles 
and weaknesses, so much as a contemplation of, and 
firm hold on, the ideal self-the good which we 
approach in the very act of striving after it. From 
this point of view, the attitude which at once appre
hends and wills the good is the root of all the virtues. 
This may be called the Good Will : and this good 
will realises itself in virtuous activitie.s. 

To say that this attitude is what is commonly 
meant by wisdom would be misleading, But it may 
be called the ground-plan of that virtue when under
stood as the excellence of the rational will. Its 
nature may become apparent by considering what 
it involves. 

E 
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In the first place, take what may be called its 
formal aspect. The rational will, being rational, 
will not contradict itself. Facts will be faced as 
facts, principles recognised as principles. Our word 
wisdom means so much more that this aspect is 
apt to escape notice when we use the word.- Truth 
or sincerity would be a better name. What is meant, 
however, is not so much truth in the communication 
of knowledge or information : that seems to be 
specially a social virtue, however closely connected 
with the present topic.. It is truth as a feature of 
one's own consciousness and one's own outlook upon 
life. It is the truth to one's own self, from which 
it will follow that falsehood to another is impossible. 
However this may be, there can be no doubt of the 
pre-eminence in the virtuous chaiacter of sincerity 
or truth to oneself. In the words of R. L. Steven
son, " Veracity to sentiment, truth in a relation, 
truth to your own heart and your friends, never to· 
feign or falsify emotion-that -is the truth which 
makes love possible and mankind happy." H we 
consider the matter fairly, we cannot fail to see 
how wide is the range, how subtle the influence of 
self-deceit. Not only do we often fear to face facts, 
we shrink from being confronted with ourselves. I 
do not say that we should be always inspecting 
ourselves, as if we were works of art that should 
hang on the wall, or subjects that should be laid out 
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on the dissecting table. But knowledge of our own 
powers and purpost's i.~ the condition of effective 
activity. Conduct and character belong to con
sciousness ; virtue is a fact of consciousness ; and, if 
consciousness is untrue at its source, how can we 
expect purity in its result 1 The Delphic oracle was 
right : the wise man must knolv himsell. 

This sell-knowledge-or truth to sell-reveals 
itsell in our conduct as conscientiousness. If a 
question of duty arises we try to answer it in accord
ance with principle ; if we have to acquire know
ledge, we seek to ascertain the facts and not merely 
what will suit our prejudices ; and in estimating 
reasonings we try 'to judge impartially, not to get 
·arguments on our own side. 

These, perhaps, are the chief formal aspects of this 
virtue of the rational will ; and, although they build 
upon certain given conditions of mind, yet they are 
all of them habits of volition, as much 118 courage 
is, or e.ven temperance. They therefore belong to 
virtue in the modem sense. They are not the 
monopoly of the philosopher like the Platonic 
wisdom-nor do they involve a mode of activity 
freed altogether from desire such as Aristotle con
templated and sadly confessed to be too high for man. 
" If to be· a true philosopher needs a greatness beyond 
the reach of the mere specialist student, yet to have 
the philosophic temper in a high degree--energy, 
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modesty, the passion for truth, readiness to criticise 
ourselves-is within the reach of all who deal with 
ideas." But wisdom implies more than this merely 
formal aspect. To the latter, as already said, the 
name of truth may seem better suited. It is when 
we regard it as the supreme element in self-culture 
that the term wisdOJil becomes more appropriate. 
In its highest, and especially in its most intellectual,. 
manifestations this culture of the reason can hardly 
be spoken of as within our power. We are forced 
to admit that it seems the possession of a select 
few, if indeed it be attainable at all in any perfection. 
Yet there are at least certain features of it which 
can be acquired by those who strive for them, 
however ordinary be their intellectual outfit : just 
as courage may be cultivated even by the man who 
can never rid himself of the physical shrinking of 
fear. 

Conscientiousness and impartiality will lead to an 
effort after thoroughliess in our understanding of the 
issues which we are called upon to meet. They will 
lead also to an attempt to select, from the infinite 
material presented in experience, those considera
tions which really bear on the issue. And it is on 
these characteristics- impartiality, thoroughness, 
and selection of the appropriate or important-that 
wise judgment in practical and even in intellectual 
matters mainly depends. Much more than these 
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are, of course, needed to make a philosopher or man 
of science. But it is not laid upon everyone to 
unravel the mysteries of existence or extend the 
boundaries of knowledge. It is enough if he try to 
understand with a good conscience the part he is 
called upon to play in life. A well-known essayist 
has urged that" truth-hunting" may lead a man to 
neglect the ordinary moralities. No doubt it may. 
The essayist even suggests a preference for the 
question " What is trumps 1 " over the question 
" What is truth 1 " · And one may admit that the 
former question is often more germane to the matter 
in hand. There is, indeed, a real temptation to fly 
off at a tangent from the sphere of one's own duties 
into the vague generalities , which pass as first 
principles. A " man of sentiment " is not the type 
of perfect goodness. Nor, indeed, is he more than 
a mere caricature of rational virtue. The wise man 
is more apt to raise the question " Who is my 
neighbour 1 " than the question " What is truth 1 " 
The latter question is too often the expression of 
irony, or else of simple vacuity. Wisdom begins 
with what is before it-with consideration of oneself 
and one's circumstances : with " my station and its 
duties," we may say : and only on this basis does it 
build its superstructure, and attempt to understand 
life as a whole. 



CHAPTER V 

ROME OTHER :PERSONAL VIRTUES 

TEMl'ERANCE, courage, and wisdom have been called 
the virtues of the impulsive, the practical, and the 
rational will respectively. As such we· may justly 
regard them as cardinal virtues, and as exhausting 
the cardinal virtues which are to be classed as 
personal rather than social. Other personal char
acteristics of the good man must be related to these : 
and concerning certain of them a-word inay be said. 

Temperance, courage, and wisdom exhaust the 
leading qualities which, in Greek ethics, C!l<n be called 
personal virtues. If he possessed these, along with 
the social virtue of justice, a man wa£ to be regarded 
as a good citizen ; he would perform suq_h functions 
as the State required of him and for the 'rest enjoy 
his leisured life.· The State would be only fulfilling 
its proper function if it provided the necessary 
leisure in which the philosopher might contemplate 
reality. The elegance and brilliancy of the life thus 
portrayed had also its dark side, only slightly con
cealed from view. It is borne in upon us as we read 
the ancient moralists that their ideal man, though 
he may undertake public service-fight for his 

10 
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country and take his part in judicial and political 
business-is yet never contemplated as under tho 
homely necessity of having to earn his own living. 
The whole industrial fabric had as its foundation a 
substru.cture of necessary work, which was looked 
upon as beneath the dignity of the free citizen. 
Plato and Aristotle did not write for the " labouring 
poor," nor regard them as capable of ·the virtues 
which they have recorded for all time as the praise 
and glory of human character. Their society was 
based on slavery, and, without slaves, it would havo 
been impossible. The bodily labour required by the 
community was performed for the citizens either by 
slaves or by artisans who were looked upon as doing 
slaves' work, and thus as incapable of a citizen's 
excellence. If a citizen failed in courage on the field 
of battle, if he avoided the claims made upon him 
to serve in the magistracy or on the jury, he was 
blamed for neglecting this civic duty. But it would 
have seemed absurd to the leading thinkers of the 
times to assert--as we may now venture to do-that 

·INDUSTRY is an aspect of the virtue of the good 
man. 

The ancient virtue of courage contained within it 
implicitly the basis of this more modem conception. 
Its contempt of pain. and danger involved persever
ance in following a worthy purpose. It was an 
active virtue ; and yet the virtue of activity was 
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never fully recognised in the ancient view of courage. 
The highest life seemed to consist in leisured con
templation, and in the leisure almost as much as in 
the contemplation : so that the conception of self
culture on which the doctrine of virtue rests was 
not appreciated in its fullness. 

That industry directed to a worthy end is an 
essential part of virtue is, in its clear statement, a 
modern, indeed a very modern idea. We have 
perhaps not yet got rid of the older idea that 
there are certain favoured families or classes into 
whose ideal development the necessity of work. does 
not enter. At least our grandfathers, who had 
more respect for rank than their descendants have, 
favoured the idea. As evidence of this a passage 
may be quoted from the lessons in life with which 
that fine exponent of the old-fashioned aristocratic 
morality, Major Pendennis, instructed his nephew : 

" ' Did you see that dark blue brougham, with 
that tremendous stepping horse, waiting at the door 
of the club 1 You'll know it again. It is Sir Hugh 
Trumpington's ; he was never known to walk in his 
life ; never appears in the streets on foot--never. 
. . . He is now upstairs at Bays's, playing picquet 
with Count Punter; he is the second-best player in 
England-as well he may be ; for he plays every 
day of his life, except Sundays (for Sir Hugh 
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is an uncommonly religious man), from half-past 
three to half-past seven, when be dresses for 
dinner.' 

" ' A very pious manner of spending his time,' Pon 
said, laughing. . . . 

" ' Gad, sir, that is not the question. A man of 
his estate may employ his time aa be chooses.' " 

And in the previous century a much more exacting 
moralist than Major Pendennis-the severe Dr 
Jobnson--i!nubbed his friend Boswell for reflecting 
on the frivolities of a lady of rank. " Sir," he said, 
" the Duchess of Northumberland may do what she 
pleases." Nor is this View restricted to one class or 
rank only. Labour is regarded as a curse not only 
by those who have no knowledge of it but also by 
those who have too much. From their point of 
view, we are told, "labour is an evil to be minimised 
to the utmost. The man who works at his trade or 
avocation more than necessity compels him, or who 
accumulates more than be can enjoy, is not a hero 
but a fool from the socialist's standpoint." 

This view contrasts strangely with the encomiums 
often passed from similar quarters on the " dignity 
of labour.'' I venture to think that the latter con
ception has a truer ring, and is more in accordance 
with the conditions which have led to human pro
gress. It is not by minimising labour, but by direct-
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ing it to a noble end and elevating its conditions, 
that the race can hope to attain a wiser, stronger, 
purer manhood. The primeval curse has been made 
the greatest agent of human progress. Let us read, 
for example, Aristotle's typical description of leisured 
virtue-the high-minded man, as he appeared to him, 
possessing all the virtues and conscious of possessing 
them, exacting the honour that is his due, neither 
avoiding nor running into. danger, ready to confer 
but slow to accept a favour, holding aloof from all 
enterprise except when great honour is to be won 
by it, or a great work done, speaking the truth except 
when he speaks ironically, pacing the streets with 
slow and stately movement, and speaking, when he 
speaks, in a deep voice and with measured utter
ance, not in a hurry for there are few things in which 
he is deeply interested, nor excited for he does not 
hold anything to be of very great importance. There 
are many points of contrast in this picture with the 
modern ideal of virtuous manhood. And the cause 
of many of the di_fferences is the absence of any 
function in the world, any continuous and fit work 
to be performed by the Aristotelian high-minded· 
man. He-seems to be merely ornamental, and even 
as an ornament he offend~ our taste. Contrast with 

. this fancy portrait the real life of Spinoza support
ing himself in humble independence by grinding 
lenses, and devoting his thoughts to the elaboration 
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of the g:eat idea of all things as in God. Surely the 
question need not be asked, which has the greater 
dignity, which better represents the ideal of noble 
manhood 1 

The presence, in the modem conscience, of this 
conception of the dignity of labour, and of industry 
as an aspect of personal virtue, has been largely due 
to the influence of the Christian view of mankind 
as all under the same law, and to the assertion of 
this equality of all men, in the form of a political 
doctrine, by a long succession of moralists and jurists, 

. both in medieval and in modem times. 
It would seem to be largely in connexion with 

this political and economic influence that there has 
been a tendency in some writers to restrict the 
application of the virtue of industry in a way which 
resembles the Aristotelian limitatfon of the extent 
of the virtues of courage and temperance. Industry 
is interpreted as having to do solely with physical 
work-the labour of one's hands, not of one's mind. 
Thus in many Socialist utopias, from Sir Thomas 
More to William Morris, the performance of a certain 
number o£ hours' manual labour each day is made 
compulsory on every citizen : a view which sharply 
distinguishes these ideal commonwealths from the 
Platonic state, in which function was adapted to 
fitness, and manual labour in consequence restricted 
to one class, and that the lowest. This is not tho 
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place to discuss the economic advantages and dis
advantages of the provision favoured by some 
socialists, that every citizen should perform a given 
amount of manual labour. But the moral idea 
which underlies it seems curiously perverted : for, 
when it is required of everyone that, irrespective of 
fitness for special kinds of work, he must perform 
his own proportionate share in the physical work 
which the community needs, we seem to be going 
upon the underlying assumption that manual labour 
is dignified if a man works for himself, but undigni
fied if he is working for others. And this is a 
paradox, which, in the mouths of those who maintain 
the brotherhood of man, should rather be called a 
blunder. 

The primary kind of work is certainly manual 
labour. Upop it as a basis all other kinds of work are 
built. Further, it was the social necessity of the 
labour of the hands that first Jed to emphasis being 
laid on the importance of industry as a virtue of 
character. " Some of the moralists of to-day," says 
Professor J. s: Nicholson, " in their treatment of 
labour questions, would do well to look back to the 
medieval ideal. They would discover that many of 
the noblest and most sympathetic of men-men who 
showed their sympathy "not in writing but in life. 
long action-looked upon labour as an element of 
duty and spiritual well-being ; they did not regard 
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it.aa degrading in itself or subversive of the higher 
morality, but rather as a healthy foundation of the 
spiritual life." 

From the social point of view, however, it is more 
desirable that men should do what they are best 
fitted for, than that all men should do the same 
thing .. And, from the individual's pomt of view, 
we have to remember that industry is simply the 
active side of personal virtue. It means the carrying 
out with system and energy the development of 
a man's powers, and their direction into worthy 
channels. The direction which should in each case 
be given to them cannot be foretold simply by con
sideration of the individual's own nature : here, as 
elsewhere, personal virtue merges in social. 

The- term PRUDENCE is often used simply for 
practical wisdom. It was habitually employed in 
this sense by the medieval moralists. In ordinary 
discourse it seems to have only a less specula
tive and perhaps less dignified signification than 
wisdom. Thus we speak of a wise counsellor, but 
of a prudent father or prudent manager of an estate: 
though even here the usage has no established 
uniformity. · 

But ·there is another and different signification of 
the term prudence. Especially in English ethics, it 
is also used for what Butler called self-love-a 
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rational and reflective regard for one's life-or 
happin!JSs-on the whole : . involving thus the re
straint of impulses opposed to one's interest on the 
whole, and the cultivation of those natural tendencies 
which further one's interest. 

Of prudence in the former sense enough has been 
said in dealing with the virtue of wisdom. But of 
prudence in the latter sense, the question has been 
ru;ked whether it should be regarded as a virtue or 
not ; and to that question a short· consideration 
may be devoted. 

Butler says that prudence, that is to say, " a due 
concern about our own interest or happiness," is " a 
species of virtue." In so saying, he is thinking 
of self-love or prudence as a " calm reflective 
principle" by which the rush and storm of the 
passions may be quieted and guided, and which is 
never really inconsistent with benevolence. It is a 
rational principle, superior ·to the various particular 
impulses, and clearly vested with authority over 
them ; and it is the rational nature of the quality . 
which makes Butler give it so high a place. 

On the other hand Kant looked to its end, which 
. is the interest of the self merely, or, in other words, 

personal happiness._ Now Kant sometimes surprises 
us in his treatment of this notion of happiness, 
which is indeed the centre of many perplexities in 
ethics. He does not, ru; his general attitude might 
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have led us to expect, deny that it is of any moral 
worth whatever. In our social or extra-regarding 
activities, happiness, that is the happiness of others, 
is the only end, he says, for a man to aim at ; but, 
with regard to one's own happiness, there is no 
ethical value in deliberately directing our conduct 
to that end. Perhaps his decision is in this case 
correct ; but the reason he gives for it is certainly 
wrong. He thinks that nature bas so ordered our 
impulses that of themselves they lead us to our own 
greatest happiness ; that the interference of our 
reason in the matter is impertinent and confusing
as if we could teach nature how best to attain its 
end. Nature itSelf always takes the best course. 
Kant, however, like so many thinkers of his day, 
was misled by one of the dominant errors of the time 
-a belief in the perfection of nature as a system of 
means and ends. He forgot that man's reason is 
certainly-to say the least-not more imperfect 
than his instincts and impulseS ; and that, although 
his reason may often err, nature acting through his 
impulses still more often and obviously leads him 
astray. • 

It appears to me, on the whole, that prudence is 
a virtue. · I should define it as the habit of con
trolling the iJnpulses and desires of the moment 
with a view to the interests of the individual life 
as a whole. It is, therefore, a case of the bring-
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ing of rational order into the region of immediate 
feeling and impulse. But it is a virtue short of the 
highest-short of the temperance guided by wisdom 
-in so far as its en"d or purpose is restricted to a view 
of the individual life and its interests. 

If we interpret " interests " from a· merely 
hedonistic point of view-if it is 'only for pleasure 
to come, that pleasure of the·moment is controlled
are we not, as Plato said, simply temperate for the 
sake of intemperance 1 We have sufficient control 
not to be the sport of each passing appetite and 
desire ; but we put them aside only for a more 
deliberate and long drawn-out gratification in the 
future. Prudence owes its rank as a virtue to the 
fact that this narrow interpretation of interests is 
not commonly met with outside the pages of the 
hedonistic philosopher. 

Again, if the restriction to the individual life and 
its interests be so interpreted as to emphasise those 
points in which individual interest is apt to be 
opposed to social welfare, then the life may be 
higher than the life of mere impulse, inasmuch as 
it is more deliberate and rational, but, at the same 
time, it inay be more dangerous to the health of 
the social organism. It is because the individual 
does not stand alone, and his interest§ usually draw 
the interests of others after them, that we give 
prudence a place, uncertain though it may be, among 
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the virtues. The place is uncertain simply because 
the end in view, which determines the nature of the 
virtue, is so conceived as to be short of the highest 
end and even liable to be turned to unworthy pur
poses. It has the form of virtue because it invoh·cs 
the rule of the lower by the higher; but its moral worth 
depends on the degree in which its purpose or end 
is free from selfishness and from pleasure-seeking. 

The much-lauded virtue of THRIFT is simply 
prudence applied to the management of income or 
wealth : provision for the future taking the place of 
immediate expenditure. We may call it a virtue in 
so far as it postpones present pleasure to the interest 
and well-being of the life as a whole, and in so far 
as it is-as it commonly is-for the sake of others, 
as well as for one's own sake, its worth is higher. 
But it is a virtue which often shivers on the brink 
of vice, as when it prevents the spending of money 
for a worthy object, or represses the social virtue 
of liberality. 

There is no contradiction in this. We must not 
be misled by names, or by the abstract ideas which 
names signify. Thrift is the name for a mental 
habit, and may be given to different mental habits 
owing to, the similarity of the conduct proceeding 
from them-to wit, saving money. But tho moral 
quality depends on the purpose in view in the action 

F 
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It has been said, by a. writer already quoted, that 
Socialism "is radically at variance with thrift"; 
and a. labour leader, ignorant of the responsibilities 
which the future had in store for him, once asserted 
that " thrift was invented by capitalist rogues to 
beguile fools to destruction, and to deprive .honest 
fools of their diet and their proper comfort." He 
did not explain how capitalists ever could have come 
into being before thrift was " invented" ; nor why 
the man who has put aside a. portion of his wages 
is less able to cope with the " capitalist rogue " than 
the man who has spent every farthing. But there 
is often a grain of truth in a bushel of oratorical 
absurdity. Thrift may be a. very sordid selfish virtue 
-that is, no virtue at all. From. the moral point 
of view everything depends on the motive or purpose. 
It makes all the difference whetl;ter present enjoy
ment is subordinated to secure the future means of 
a. worthy life-this is a. virtuous habit ; or whether 
generous impulses are stifled, lest one lose perfect cer
tainty of having all the means of enjoyment at hand 
in one's own future. The latter is like the " vulgar 
compound o{ temperance and niggardly earthly ways 
and motives " spoken of by Plato.. It " will breed 
meanness in your inmost soul, although it is praised 
by the vulgar as virtue, and will send yoQ. bowling 
round the earth during a. period of nine thousand 
years, and leave you a. fool in the world below." 
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When Sir Walter Eliot, in Jane Austen's novel, 
was forced to consider the necessity of retrenchment, 
the first suggestions that occurred were to out off 
some subscriptions to public objects and not to bring 
Anne a present fr"om London. This is one kind of 
thrift. But it is not the same thing to the moralist 
whether thrift begins in restricting one's luxuries or 
in cutting off one's charities. 

In thrift, as in every other personal quality, we 
must look to the end. Its value lies in the 
relief it offers from the pressing cares of mere 
living, and the scope it gives for the higher life. 
The common wants of life have to be supplied before 
free play can be given to the activities which raise man 
above the level of animal existence ; and the fear of 
want is apt to keep the faculties on the strain merely 
for the sake of living and the making of a liveli
hood. This fear must be mastered-reduced at 
least to a subordinate place in life-to make possible 
the higher culture in which true excellence consists. 
There are many favoured beings to whom the fear 
has never presented itself in its grim reality, to 
whom the comforts and conveniences of living come 
without a thought. But it is not so with the great 
majority of men .. Their ·lives may be wholly taken 
up in providing the means of living, and without 
ever being quite secure of these n;eans. Work and 
wages are often the sport of circumstances over 
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which the workman ha.s no control. A new in
vention, a change of fashion, a trade dispute, may 
force him to " begin life " anew ; sickness may 
disable him from work ; and if he escape these, old 
age lies before, when he must fall out of the ranks. 
Either he must take no thought for the morrow at 
all, or the fear of want will dog his steps and sit a 
spectre at his board. The spectre may be exorcised 
by the homely quality of thrift, in which a portion 
of the gains of industry is set aside as an insurance 
against its uncertainty. In this way industry is 
made to provide the remedy for its own evils ; and 
the prudent man foresees these evils and uses the 
remedy. The advantage he gains does not lie 
only or chiefly in the provision against want when 
sickness or old age actually comes upon him ; 
it has not been lost though he die suddenly in full 
w.ork ; its chief value lies in the security which it 
gives to his whole life : it raises him above the most 
pressing and depressing fears ; it gives the con
sciousness of independence ; it liberates his interests, 
and sets free his activities in the direction of mental 
culture and social service. It is only when his soul 
is in the savings-bank, as well as his coin, that the 
vicious tendency in thrift appears. Then a man's 
thoughts and purposes are centred in his· own 
personal security from poverty ; in fighting it, he 
magnifies the fear of it, and becomes its slave : he 
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checks desire lest it diminish this security ; he 
hardens his heart because evi:m sympathy may 
become expensive ; he limits his i'nterests lest they 
be a drain upon his savings ; and tli:ns there is pro
duced-even on this side miscrliness_,.the unlovely 
type of the thrifty man, who guards his small earn
ings with jealous care, and is stingy to himself as 
well as to others-a hard man, just but ungenerous, 
paying strictly all his legal dues, and contriving that 
they shall be as small as possible, but forgetful of the 
great debt of human brotherhood, and treating life 
as a commercial account which has been well lived 
if the books show a balance at the end. On the 
other hand the thriftless man may be full of generous 
impulses and of noble sentiments ; open-handed 
and large-hearted, he has often the qualities which 
call forth affection, and his failings seel)l pardonable 
compared with the defects which are apt to go along 
with the meanest of the virtues. 



CHAPTER VI 

JUSTICE 

J 
ALL the virtues have important social bearings. 
Some' of them may even owe the special form they 
take to social conditions. Courage, for example, 
though its essence remains the same, manifests 
itself in very different ways according as the sur
rounding circumstances are the dangers of a military 
campaign l)r the stifling intellectual atmosphere of 
some little social clique. 

But certain virtues have their direct origin in 
man's position as a social being and would not arise 
at all-could not be thought of-if man were not 
a member of a community. Temperance, courage, 
and wisdom can all have a certain (though in
adequate) meaning given to them by considering 
man as if he were a solitary being. They will find 
scope in the discipline and development of his 
personal character. But no meaning at all can be 
given to justice or benevolence which does not 
involve the conception of other persons and their 
relation to the individual. By the social virtues 
therefore we mean those habits of personal character 
-for it is still personal character with which we 

88 
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deal-which exhibit the moral attitude of the in
dividual 118 a member of a community, and which 
have meaning regarding him only in that social 
relation. And just 118 the personal virtues were 
said to be concerned with the due ordering of the 
lower by the higher nature of man, so the social 
virtues exhibit the due attitude of a man to other 
persons or to the social whole. 

The social virtues must obviously be closely 
related to the special conditions of social order 
existing at any time : apart, on the one side, from 
an historical account of some particular civilisation, 
and, on the other hand, without entering upon a. 
complete social philosophy, it is very difficult to 
determine the nature and scope of the fundamental 
or cardinal virtues of the social man. In all accounts 
justice holds a foremost place, if it does not indeed 
exhaust the whole field. But justice seems always 
to have relation to the recognition of definite rights 
on the part of others and to be limited to due 
regard for these rights. A more positive and more 
generous attitude towards others demands recogni
tion in the constitution of the moral life. The 
classical moralists of Greece never met this demand 
fully. In Aristotle's ethics, indeed, there are many 
suggestions of the larger view of social morality : in 
his description of the virtuous attitude towards the 
spending of one's means, giving the virtues of 
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liberality and magnificence, and in the minor virtues 
which he includes in his list and which have to do 
with the amenities of social intercourse, but most of 
all in his discourses on friendship. To the Stoics a 
far deeper conception is due. By their day, the 
chains of the aristocratic constitution of Athenian 
life had been broken, and the unity of the human 
race first appealed to them with living force and led 
to their recognition of the virtue of benevolence
which, afterwards, under the name of charity or 
love, was held by Christian writers to express the 
sum and substance of all the virtues. 

We may look upon justice and benevolence as 
the fundamental social virtues ; and the reasons for 
doing so will be made clearer as their nature is 
exhibited. Their distinction from one another has 
been aptly indicated by defining justice as the 
principle of giving a citizen his due, and benevol
ence as the principle of seeking his good as a man. 
These, of course, are merely formal definitions, for 
they leave undetermined the questions, What is a 
citizen's due¥ and What is his good as a man¥ 
But they give a preliminary point of view . from 
which these questions may be attacked. 

A history of the views of moralists concerning 
justice wquld be almost the same thing as a history 
of moral and political philosophy. The question of 
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what is due from man to man in virtue of his man
hood and citizenship raises or touches almost every 
question in ethics. And it is not easy to give, in 
short compass, any intelligible account of that 
aspect of virtuous character. It is so comprehen
sive and yet so subtle that moralists are agrL'Cd in 
almost nothing about it except in calling it justice. 

An initial difficulty arises from a confusion. 
Justice, in almost every meaning given to the term, 
has something to do· with law. And as the laws 
may be supposed to cover the whole field of the moral 
life, and do, as a matter of fact, concern almost 
all kinds of condtict, there is a sense in which justice 
may seem to be co-extensive with the who1o of moral 
virtu&. This was especially the case in certain 
ancient societies, such as the Greek city-states. In 
them the just man might have been said to be the law
abiding man: including, perhaps, under "law," not 
merely the explicit edicts of the sovereign power, but 
also the· normal expectations which were formed about 
conduct by social opinion and which were, to some 
extent, backed up by its sanctions. In this sense 
the just man is the same as the righteous man of 
Sc~ipture, whose characteristic was that he kept tho 
whole law, therein regarded as the divine law and 
therefore as leaving no moral duty outside its scope. 

But it is .not with this universal justice {as 
Aristotle called it) that we are concerned. We give 
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the name justice to a special aspect of. the moral 
life ; we distinguish it not only from tempemnce 
and courage and wisdom, but also from benevolence ; 
and it is into this special excellence of character that 
we have to inquire. 

There is a branch of justice which has to do with 
the putting right of wrongs. It is this branch which 
bulks most largely in our eyes ; and to it what are 
called Courts of Justice are restricted, or almost 
entirely restricted. Historically also, it would seem 
to be the aspect of justice which finds earliest ex
pression in the human conscience. It is wrongs
offences against rights-which first bring rights to 
consciousness ; and it is in connexion with wrongs 
that the germ of justice first shows signs of life in 
our instinctive or impulsive nature. 

There is a hint of this view in Aristotle in a passage 
in which he speaks of nemesis as the natural source 
or impulsive basis of justice : though he does not 
work out the view or even mention it in his express 
·and elaborate treatment of the virtue. He points 
out that the sense of shame may be taken as the 
first instinctive appeamnce of temperance, and tl;lat 
in the same way the feeling of nemesis, that is, 
indignation or resentment, is the seed in human 
nature out of which the virtue of justice grows. 

The term nemesis has, however, from the first, 
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a certain moral connotation and is so treated 
by Aristotle. It is righteous indignation, and 
means " distribution of what is due," while it was 
personified as the goddess of justice from whom 
retribution comes. Leaving out of sight this moral 
implication for the moment-for indeed it seems 
hardly present at the start-we may look upon 
indignation or resentment as the instinctive germ 
of justice. The impulse which stirs us to ward off a 
hurt from ourselves, and which prompts to retalia
tion and revenge, is a tendency which, when moral
ised, leads us to the very heart of what we mean 
by justice. 

Thus Bacon begins his famous essay on revenge 
with the words " Revenge is a kind of wild 
justice." He looks upon it therefore as a sort of 
rival to official or legal justice, and as needing 
accordingly all the greater restraint by law : " Tho 
more a man's nature runs to [revenge], the more 
ought law to weed it out. For as for the first wrong 
it doth but offend the law ; but the revenge of that 
wrong putteth the law out of office." 

In this passage Bacon writes as a lawyer, not, 
certainly, as an historian of custom. Revenge exists 
before law. And it does not disappear when law 
arises, partly because it is a tendency which has 
been organised in the human constitution and can 
only gradually be displaced, partly because law does 
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in a regular way and on principle a part only of 
what revenge does or desires. 

:An illustration of the close connexion between law 
and this natural feeling of resentment is afforded 
by a theory put forward by certain eminent 
jurists. They have looked -upon the criminal 
law, which punishes offences, as a means of giving 
a regulated satisfaction to the natural feeling of 
resentment and desire for revenge. The view is 
interesting ; but I do not think that it is sound. It 
confuses the purpose of law and legal penalties with 
their historical origin. Legal penalties are not now 
inflicted on the wrong-doer because the man who 
has suffered the wrong desires to see him in pain ; 
but because it has been discovered both that the 
pain which the injured man would himself have 
inflicted in his own wild way serves the moral or 
social purpose of preventing wrong, and also that 
this is an end which can be still better secured if 
the penalty be determined and inflicted by the 
organised force of society instead of being left to 
the caprice or passion of the injured man. 

The instinct of revenge-at any rate before it had 
come in contact with, an.;J. been modified by, legal 
methods-£eems carekss alike of individual responsi
bility and of the intentional character of the injury. 
In the earliest forms of historical societies, resent
ment is not directed solely against the person who 
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has done the wrong ; his whole kith and kin aro 
involved in the offence· and liable to pay the penalty 
to the injured man and his family. Both wrong and 
resentment are looked upon as not personal but 
tribal. Early hqstility is a blood-feud, and a 
remnant of this form of social order still survives 
in the vendetta of semi-civilised races. Nor docs 
the intention with which the original act was per
formed make any difference. To the pliSsion of 
resentment hurt and wrong are the same, and aro 
equally followed by the desire for retaliation. It is 
only after reflection, and in the course of the organ
isation of social life, that personal responsibility 
is fixed, and the intention of an act taken into 
account. " The soul that sinneth it shall die." 
These words stand for a revolution in the moral 
ideas of the race. They mark the beginning of 
civilised morality and the basis of civilised law. 
The responsibility for an act is limited to tho 
agent who performed it ; and the degree of his 
responsibility is made to depend on his in
tention in the act, as distinguished from tho 
accidental or external circumstances which may 
have modified it. 

If a purchaser is charged thirty shillillgs for an 
article which is ticketed in the shop-window at ono 
pound, there is unfairness in the transaction, and 
he has been wronged. Accordingly he will have o. 
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claim for the return of ten shillings ; and this return 
will restore the bargain to fairness in accordance 
with the shopkeeper's contract with the public. If 
the overcharge was due to accident or oversight, 
there is no more to be said. But if there was deliberate 
deception on the salesman's part, then it becomes a 
case of fraud ; modern civilisation takes cognisance of 
it under the criminal law and punishment is inflicted. 
In either case-whether the unfairness of the trans
action was due to oversight or to deliberate deception 
-we start with a wrong which needs to be redressed 
or righted. And, logically, this conception of a 
wrong done implies the conception of a right that 
has been violated : although the latter conception 
may have emerged later in the historical develop
ment of moral ideas. The fundamental question for 
the theory of justice, therefore, concerns the nature 
of rights : it is only when the rights of an individual 
or of the society have been violated that the question 
of redress arises ; it is only when they have been 
intentionally violated that the punishment of the 
offender can have moral justification. 

It is natural that the question of justice should 
most prominently suggest to us the redress of wrongs 
and the punishment of offenders. That is what a 
man is commonly thinking of when justice is his 
plea, or when he goes into court seeking for justice. 
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But logically justice must be concerned with righta 
before it can decide upon wrong•. And the just 
man may accordingly be described as tho man in 
whom respect for the rights of others has become a. 
habit of will. The meaning and extent of justice 
will therefore depend on the account we are able to 
give of what are called the " rights " of man. 

Here, then, we are face to face with the rea.! 
difficulty of the question. The just man is the man 
into whose volitional nature there is ingrained a 
habit of respecting the rights of others. What are 
those righta 1 

The first and most obvious answer is that a. man's 
righta are the things which the law secures to him by 
preventing interference with them by others. He has 
a right to his property, that is, the law will punish per
sons who·steal it from him. He has a right to liberty, 
that is, the law will punish anyone who puts restraint 
upon his person. He has a right to his good name : 
there is a law of libel for anyone who calumniates 
him. His rights are other people's duties-duties 
which the law sanctions by punishing their violation. 
The just man then, it may be said, is the person 
whose cultivated habit of will leads him to obey this 
law without the compulsion of its penalties, who, 
freely and from trained volitional habit, respects the 
legal righta of others. This is an important feature 
of his character, but clearly it is not all. A riparian 
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proprietor might reasonably accuse his up-river 
neighbour of interfering with his rights if he polluted 
the stream that was to pass by his house-and his 
attitude would be reasonable even if there were -no 
law against the pollution of rivers. He would 
contend that he had a right which ought to be 
respected, even although no law enforced it. He 
would be contending for a moral right, therefore. 
The gradual modification of legal rights nearly 
always follows in the wake of some such view of 
moral rights. Again, we should call a man unjust 
if, without good cause, he were to disinherit his 
eldest and youngest sons for the advantage of his 
second son. We recognise a right on the part of 
the other sons to a share in the inheritance, 
although no such right is admitted by English law. 
Ordinary social opinion, however, sanctions the 
claim, and ordinary social practice leads to a certain 
normal expectation of conduct corresponding to the 
practice. We say that the rights of the eldest and 
youngest sons were violated, because their normal 
expectations were disappointed. 

The just man, it might therefore seem, respects 
not merely legal rights but also normal expectations. 
Yet such normal expectations are often without the 
clear and precise outlines which we desiderate in the 
distinction of justice from injustice. Besides, we 
are willing to admit that these normal expectations 
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should not always be encouraged and perpetuated. 
Otherwise, social arrangements would be stereo
typed, a~d reform would become impossible. Certain 
expectations corresponding to rights of fundamental 
importance are essential to the well-being of society. 
But where there is a strong compelling force re
quiring everythlng to be done ~ one's neighbours 
expect it to be done, social progress is hindered. 
The wider the sweep of these normal expectations 
and the stronger the sanctions which defend them, 
the less progressive is the society. They characterise 
eastern rather than western social methods, and in 
the west, the life of the village rather than the life 
of the town. The less progressive the community 
the greater is the displeasure with which what is 
called eccentricity, either of thought or conduct, is 
visited, and the less room is there for individual 
freedom. Justice, no doubt, represents the per
manent and relatively fixed aspect of social life
the aspect of order rather than that of progress
but it cannot consist in an attitude which is essen
tially obstructive of progress. It is, therefore, not 
a sufficient account of the just man's character
though it contains a portion of the truth-to say 
that he is a respecter of the rights of others as fixed 
by law or by the opinion and customs of the society 
of the time. We may take this, if we like, as ex
pressing what has been called the Conservative 

G 
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element in justice. The term " just," meaning thiS 
conformity to " what is required," has sometimes 
been used in an unfavourable sense, and even as a 
term of dispraise, in which justice is opposed to 
generosity. But a larger view of human rights 
makes this usage less applicable. We hardly call 
that employer, for instance, just who only pays his 
men their wages and holds that he has no duties to 
them beyond those which the law enforces. The 
just man may observe the rights sanctioned by 
society, but .he will respect others also of which the 
society is careless, and he may attempt to mo<illy 
the social standard by an appeal to what m9'J>e-
called Ideal Justice. · \ 

We cannot get a satisfactory account of ~ustice 
without taking this ideal element into co~~·dera
tion. We have to include not only the "ghts 
which are enforced by law or social opinion but 
also others varying more or less from these, ic\ 
we have ground for saying aught to belong to me;:- \ 

A theory of what is called Natural Rights has 
thus been worked out in this connexion. And it is 
characteristic of this theory that the rights Claimed 
are held to be independent of positive or historical 
enactment. These natural rights-so the exponents 
of the theory contend-belong to men irrespective 
of all social institution : and societies and legal 
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systems are good or bad according to the measure 
in which they recognise them. 

A very long list might be made of such righta as 
they have been claimed ·and expounded by one a 
priori philosopher or another. Some idea of thorn 
may be given by a partial and classified enumeration. 

First comes the right to Life : which is sometimes 
made to involve a right to work-and to have work 
provided for one--in order that life may be main· 
tained ; sometimes also, to include a right to 
happiness, in order that life may be worth maintain
ing. Secondly, there is the right to Property (defined 
as the produce direct or indirect of one's labour), 
which is usually held to include the right to use one's 

·property, to prevent others from using it, and t-o 
destroy it ; and the right to alienate it whether by 
exchange, by gift, or by bequest. Thirdly, there is 
the right to Freedom, which has many meanings and 
applications : such as, in the first place, freedom of 
thought : to hold one's own opinion and to convince 
others of it by speech or print ; in the second place, 
freedom of action, as in choosing one's business, in 
entering il!to contracts, and in employing one's . 
leisure; ·in the third place, freedom of combination 
along with others for the achievement of any lawful 
purpose ; in the fourth place, perhaps, freedom to 
resist oppression, that is, the right to rebel if the 
ruling power of society interferes with one's rights · 
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and, in the fifth place, under the name of the 
franchise, a share in the government, or in electing 

· representatives in the government, is. regarded as 
the mark of a citizen of a·free country. Fourthly, 
there is the right to have the contracts made with 
one fulfilled, and generally to Good Faith. And · 
fifthly, there is the right to Equality, including, in 
the first place, impartial treatment by the law, and; 
in the second place, impartial treatment in the dis
tribution of the benefits of life. 

This is a large Bill of Rights; and, as a matter o,f 
fact, no community has ever recognised them all 
without qualification. This may appear unimportant 
seeing that they are ideals. They do not claim to 
be legal rights, but rather natural rights which a 
perfect law would observe. They claim ideal validity 
only. But, even as regards this claim, it must be 
pointed out that no system of laws could maintain 
them all, for they are not consistent with one another. 
If we are to recognise an inherent or natural right 
to life, it can only be by making large restrictions 
upon th~ right to property ; and if we are to establish 
a right to happiness, the problem is graver still, and 
indeed impossible of solution. Again, the right to 
have a contract fulfilled is itself a limitation of the 
abstract right to freedom, for it limits the freedom 

• of one of the parties to the contract. And the right 
to equality is not only vague in statement, but each 
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step taken to realise it involves some interference 
with the abstract right to freedom. In short, if we 
define the just man as the man who respects all 
these so-called natural rights, we make his nature 
a rubbish shoot for all the contradictions and 
generalities of a priori politics. 

The -fallacy of the doctrine of natural rights lies in 
the independent validity assigned to each one of the 
so-called rights. These all describe-in very general · 
terms, it is true, and perhaps not very accurately
certain factors of the social order, at least, of any desir
able social order. Such an order seeks to realise life 
and liberty, an equal law and stable industrial system 
in the best possible way. It is when we treat each 
factor as of· the nature of an absolute indefeasible 
right that contradictions enter, and we find the 
system will not work. Accordingly, theorists have 
sought for some leading idea to which all the others 
may be subordinated ; and in this way two rival 
views of ideal justice have been elaborated, corre
sponding to the two leading ideas in the group of 
natural rights-Liberty and Equality. 

These are rival ideas. Yet the two always went 
together in older doctrines of natural rights. That 
all men were free and equal was a characteristic of 
the supposed state of nature, antecedent to every 
political constitution, which was a leading idea with 
medieval and many modern political philosophers. 
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When actual laws and institutions seemed oppressive, 
the characteristics of this imaginary state of nature 
came to be regarded as the goals of revolutionary 
progress, as " rights " of which men had been too 
long deprived by tyranny. It was thought that the 
ideal state would be established or restored, and 
the long grievance of humanity remedied, when a 
new order of freedom and equality had taken the 
place of the old order of restraint and privilege. 

The results, so far, of the preceding pages may 
now be summed up, before an attempt is made to 
determine more precisely the nature of justice. 
Justice is the volitional habit which disposes a man 
to respect the rights of others. _It is thus essenti
ally a social virtue : the term has no meaning 
apart from the relation of the person called 
"just" to other persons who are regarded as having 
"rights." Accordingly, we cannot understand what 
is meant by " justice "·until we can give a mean
ing to this term" rights." Every community, how
ever, recognises certain rights as belonging to its 
members; and, in the modern state, the rights of 
citizens are defined and enforced by law. This 
gives us a clue in our search for an explanation of the 
meaning of rights. Yet we have found that legal 
rights do not exactly coincide with moral rights. 
Moral rights may exist without the sanction of law ; 
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and the law inay admit a right which morality re
fuses to recognise. H the two were coincident, the 
virt!le of justice would find its complete realisation 
in law~observance ; and we should be unable to 
explain the obvious fact that laws themselves-as 
well as social customs and normal expectations
are constantly being tested and amended by the 
application· of some moral or ideal standard. This 
ideal standard was, for long, identified with a certain 
doctrine of indefeasible rights which were supposed 
to belong to every man by nature, and which it was 
the businP.As of social institutions to manifest and· 
confirm. These so-called natural rights were not 
often enumerated completely ; nor did their ex
ponents show how all of them could be realised at 
the same time. But stress was laid chiefly upon 
two of them-liberty and equality. These were 
commonly regarded as companion, not as rival, ideals; 
but they have· led to two different theories as to 
the nature of justice and of social order generally. 

Kant and Herbert Spencer may be instanced as 
having used the conception of liberty for the purpose 
of defining the meaning of justice. They agreed 
alt!o in interpreting liberty in a negative way as 
equivalent simply to freedom from interference. 
'l'he essence of justice is made to consist in non
interference ; and a. state is regarded as .realising 
justice in its legal system when every citizen is 
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· left free to act as he will provided that he does not 
by his action interfere with the like freedom of others. 
To be made effective this view has to be supple
mented by a distinction between those actions of 
a man which do not and those which do affect 
others in such a way as may limit their freedom. 
These two spheres of his activity must be delimited; 
and, if this can be done, we may call the two spheres 
self-regarding JICts and other-regarding acts re
spectively ; and it will then be possible to maintain 
that self-regarding acts should be left to each man's 

. choice, whereas the organised control of the state 
should. regulate other-regarding acts so that they 
may not limit the freedom of others ; the just state 
will make laws enforcing this result, and the just 
man will observe these laws, without feeling their 
constraint, for they will have become in him a 
trained habit of will. The thinkers who adopt this 
view set very definite limits to the functions of the 
state ; these limits are designed to safe-guard the 
freedom of the individual; and the political theory 
which results is known as Individualism. 

Other writers have fixed upon equality as the 
fundamental constituent of ideal justice. The con
ception of equality, indeed, enters in some degree 
into every doctrine of justice ; justice has to do 
with what is fair or equal as between man and man ; 
and the strictest individualist recognises this in 
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claiming equal· freedom for all men. But there are 
other elements of value in life besides freedom ; and 
when equality is claimed in respect of them, a dif
ferent doctrine results. It takes many forms accord
ing to the kind of equality in view; and its extreme 
form would be a communism which required an 
equal distribution of all the goods of life. Socialism 
does not make this demand ; but the ethical idea 
which underlies the socialist doctrine of justice is 
the idea of equality. It should be added, how
ever, that in recent expositions of the creed, chief 
emphasis is laid on the social organisation and 
control required, and the idea of equality becomes 
less prominent and, sometimes, almost disappears. 

Take, in the first place, the view of justice which 
is founded on the idea of liberty-interpreted as 

' meaning non-interference. No one has been able 
to unfold the meaning of this idea in a systematic 
and consistent way and at the same time to make 
it describe a social order which can be called just. 
It has been supported by a distinction between self
regarding and other-regarding activities, non-inter
ference being claimed only for the former. Even 
if the distinction could be drawn satisfactorily, the 
problem would still remain, for it is with social 
conduct that justice is concerned. But conduct of 
every kind has social effects and may thus tend to 
limit the freedom of other men. Even the expression 
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of a man's views influences the opinions of others ; 
the property he acquires takes away their freedom 
to obtain the same things ; in some industrial condi
tions the wages offered by an employer may leave 
the workmen free only to accept _his terms or to 
starve ; in certain circumstances even this alter
native may not be left open ; and the result is 
arrived at in the name of freedom. 

Historical development, especially in industrial 
affairs, has made plain the conclusion that the 
extension of liberty, in the sense of non-interference, 
does not promote human equality. The first thing 
needful may have been to assert individual freedom 
against the interference and tyranny of the govern
ment. The history of freedom has two aspects, 
constitutional and personal. -Constitutional or 
political freedom is realised when the government 
of a country adequately represents the will of the 
people ; personal freedom is realis~d when the 
government, however constituted, does not interfere 
unduly in their lives. Personal freedom has been 
most strongly asserted-as it has been most fre
quently restricted-in the two spheres of religion 
and industry. In questions of belief the gospel of 
liberty was preached, in times of revolution, by 
Milton and John Locke ; and their pleas for 

. toleration triumphed. The prophet of industrial 
freedom was Adam Smith. In a historical review 
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of the progress of opulence he showed how trade 
had been turned out of its most beneficial channels 
by the unwise regulations of governments ; he 
held that, if traders were left to pursue their own 
interests in their own way, the greatest advantage 
to the community would result ; he recommended 
the removal of restrictions, and trusted to the 
" simple system of natural liberty." In course of 
time his ideas bore fruit ; one by one the old re
strictions on trade were abolished; natural liberty 
was allowed to work out its natural results. Some 
of these results were obvious and beneficial ; but it 
was only gradually that observers began to note that 
the promotion of equality was not one of them. 
Natural liberty accentuated inherent inequalities, 
and seemed to lead to a greater difference of condi
tion than had existed before between rich and poor, 
employer and employed, educated and uneducated. 

Gradually, therefore, men came under the influence 
of a new order of ideas ; and nearly all the im
portant legislation of the last generation or more 
has tended in the direction not of liberty, but of 

·equality. And the result .has been more quickly 
appar~nt than in the former case ; it is seen that 
each step towards equality has involved some 
limitation of the •individual freedom which was 
formerly claimed as the natural right of man. 

We arc still far from the end of this progress in 
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the direction of equality. And confidence as to 
all its results would be premature. Yet we are 
able to see that when an attempt is made to render 
precise the idea of equality, it had various com
peting meanings ; and it also becomes clear that 
it is not possible, from any one of these, to derive 
a satisfactory definition of justice. . 

Equality might be so interpreted as to mean 
simply equality before the law; but equality of this 
sort was always admitted as desirable even under 
the regime of unlimited freedom. There is nearly 
always present, however, as there is always required, 
a provision that the laws themselves should be equal, 
'that is just; and in the interpretations of what 
belongs to a just or equal law, all the old difficulties 
reappear. Again, it might be contended that what 
is wanted is equality of opportunity. But this view 
would require us to fix some arbitrary point as the 
end of the individual's training or education, up to 
which point all individuals should be dealt with 
equally, and after which they should be giveq a 
perfectly fair start in the race for life and for the 
goods of life. When the difficulty of fixing this 
point had been surmounted, we should only be in 
presence of a competition, somewhat fairer ·at the 
start than the older system, lilut sown with the 
seeds of greater bitterness and contention, for in it 
the weaker competitors would have to endure a 
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harder fate than under the present system. Equality 
of opportunity, therefore, with competitors unequal 
as they are, would only accentuate differences ; it 
wonld not give nor tend to a real equality of con
ditions. Hence the demand for tempering the in
equalities which result from private enterprise can 
only be satisfied by establishing some measure of 
equality in the distribution of goods. Even here, 
however, we are not at an end of ambiguities. For 
arithmetical equality is seldom demanded. It would 
not only need a fresh redistribution on tho occasion 
of each birth and each death in the human family ; 
but it would require the assignment of equal shares 
to child and man, irrespective of their needs or 
deserts. It is therefore, almost always allowed 
that the equality required must be interpreted as 
some kind of proportion. But proportion to what 1 
Entirely different social orders will result according 
as we make our standard that of social welfare, and 
distribute goods in proportion to social efficiency ; 
or as we adopt a personal standard ; and then the 
division will be altogether different according as 
we take effort or need as the ground upon which 
each ma,n's share is to be determined. If effort 
were taken as the standard, we should require 
omniscience to determine it ; and if need wero taken 
as the standard, then the stimulus to industry would 
be removed and the moral element eliminated from 
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the rewards of industry, so that, whatever else our 
socialistic state might be, it would not be a just state. 

Justice therefore, it would seem, cannot consist 
either in abstract freedom or in abstract equality. 
And the ideals are antagonistic. Equality is gained 
only by constant interferences with liberty. And 
liberty, conceived in this abstract fashion, has been 
shown to be hostile to the realisation of equality : 
of real equality, of equality of opportunity, and 
even of equality before the law, wherev.er (as in 
this country) legal proceedings are expensive. 

If the conception of liberty is of so little avail 
in assiSting us to determine the nature of the just 
man or of the just state, it may be because the con
ception is almost entirely negative: It has been 
interpreted as meaning simply non-interference, 
absence of restraint. Thus the question arises 
whether liberty is necessarily a merely negative 
conception ; whether its meaning is exhausted by 
non-interference or whether it may be possible to 
give positive content and thereby also ethical value 
to the conception. If this can be done, we shall 
have to enlarge the meaning of the conception so 
as to include freedom to deveiop or cultivate one's 
nature as a moral being. This wide,r conception 
will thus involve both negative freedom from inter
ference; or rather, as we ought to say, from undue 
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·interference, and also positive freedom ; and positive 
freedom will imply the presence of those conditions 
without which freedom from interference is worthless; 
that is, it will include the means and opportunities of 
realising one's personal" and social capacities. 

Undoubtedly, this seems a worthier social ideal 
than either abstract liberty or abstract equality. 
But it is also vague ; and when we attempt to make 
clear what it involves, no little want of precision still 
remains. 

The ideal of Positive Freedom would seem to 
involve the following conditions. In the first place, 
the developme~t and direction of mental and 
physical powers by education. In the second place, 
as education only fits a man for work and does nat 
provide him with the necessary means therefor, the 
ideal wonld seem to involve certain industrial 
factors, namely, access to the materials and instru
ments of production. These need not necessarily 
be assigned absolutely to the individual, nor need 
the whole product be regarded as his private pro
perty ; but such access to industrial material and 
instruments would be required as would give suitable 
employment: calling forth the industry, intelligence, 
and special gifts of a man, and followed by suitable 
reward; In the third place, physical and social sur
roundings should be provided so as to aid and not 
to hamper individual development. 
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It is thus clear that the ideal of positive freedom· 
contains a great deal more than freedom in any 
ordinary meaning of the term: It involves, also, 
a wholesale restriction of the liberty claimed by the 
older or individualist writers. To carry it out, it 
would be necessary to restrict the negative liberty 
of some in order to provide the means essential to 
the development of others ; and it would also be 
necessary to restrict the liberty of these. others in 
many ways, so as to prevent them from accepting 
conditions of work or of life opposed to their own 
development o.r to social welfare. And these re
strictions, it would further appear, tend to "bring 
the ideal of positive freedom into closer connexion 
with equality, but without making the latter into 
an absolute rule. 

It must be admitted, also, that positive freedom, 
as thus conceived, is of the nature of an ideal. The · 
various elements implied in it have been indicated, 
and even this general statement of them shows them 
to be large and far reaching : access to industrial 
instruments, suitable employment, scope for realising 
a full human life. These cannot be formulated as 
definite rights for all or any particular time. Other
wise, nioral rights would be the same as moral needs; 
if we define justice as consisUng in respect for these 
ru; the rights of aJl men, then justice is indistinguish
able from benevolence. If we would have a defini-
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tion of justice which is not limited to a far-off, 
perhaps unattainable, ideal, and wish to describe 
the character of the just man as he appears in 
various historical surroundings, we must be content 
with some much less elaborate description of the 
rights which he respects in others. In the case of 
justice, as iii the case of temperance and of courage, 
there has been a gradual widening of men's views 
of the application of the virtue. When we say that 
the just man is the man in whose character there is 
established the tendency to respect the rights of 
others, and to subordinate thereto any conflicting 
desires of his own particular self-that he is the 
man who in this way realises the social self-we 
must yet allow for a progressive deepening and 
broadening of view concerning the nature of these 
rights. The permanent element in justice is the 
recognition of the J!lOral personality of others. 
This recognition, when it has become ingrained in 
the good man's character, involves a recognition 
of their right to free activity, in so far as good 
ground has not been shown for its limitation ; 
and of their equality, unless there are special reasons 
for inequality. The iiiterpretation and realisation 
of these rights is the problem of social progress. 
And our conception of justice ii widened with the 
enlargement of our ideas as to what is involved in 
being a fellow-citizen, a fellow-man. 

II 
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Into connexion with this view of justice, liB 

respect for the rights of others, we may bring a 
number of other social virtues whicli are commonly 
regarded liB independent : 

1. Corresponding to the right acknowledged in 
every man to fair or equal treatment under the law, 
we have the judicial virtue of Impartiafity. 

2. Corresponding to his right . to the goods or 
property which belong to him by law or by a moral 
right which we think should have the force of law, 
there is the virtue of Honesty. 

3. Corresponding to his right to b,ave promises 
kept and the truth told to him, we have the virtues 
of Promise-keeping and Veracity. 

4. Corresponding to his right to have a due 
recognition of the benefits which he has conferred 
(even although these benefits may lose their moral 
worth if done for the sake of such a return) we 
have the virtue of Gratitude. 

· 5. Corresponding to his right to freedom from 
interference, especially in those aspects of his life 
in which the individual is brought into relation 
with the ultimate meaning and purpose of reality, 
we have the virtue of Toleration. 



CI;fAPTER VII 

BENEVOLENCE 

JUSTICE, as it has been explained, is a virtue of 
wide compass, which has gradually widened its 
extent with the enlargement of men's ideas of 
citizenship and of manhood, and of the rights of a 
citizen and of a man. The extension of the idea 
of the rights of others may, indeed, be carried so 
far as to make it difficult to distinguish justice from 
benevolence. Both take in all mankind, and, as 
we have seen, it is not easy to fix a limit to the 
rights of manhood. Yet justice always seems to 
contain an element of definite obligation, which 
does not hold in the case of benevolence : a right 
or claim on the one hand, and on the other a willing
ness to admit the claim, to ·respect the right. In 
contrast with this, we may say that the virtue of 
benevolence, like the quality of mercy, is not strained. 
It does good beyond what can be required by any 
definite claim, and there seems about it a certain 
grace and freedom which the precise obligations of 
justice tend to exclude. In some rare natures, how
ever, this virtuous habit may be so powerful, and tho 
feeling of social unity may be so firmly established, 
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that the needs of other men may appeal with 
such strength and precision as to be indistinguish
able from rights. " If citizens be friends," says 
Aristotle," they have no need of. justice; h11-t though 
they be just they need friendship or love also." 

Benevolence, then, is the virtuous habit which 
leads a man to seek the good of others, even to the 

· ·postponement of his private or particular interests, 
and to find his own in others' good. There is a true 
insight into the essence of this virtue of benevolence 
in Aristotle's view of friendship, where the good . 
of one's friend is held to be identical with one's 
own. But the sentiment of friendship is so re
stricted in extent that it tends to transform the 

' mutual love of two or three into an alliance 
against the rest of the world, and it also requires 
a certain correspondence· of conditions and senti
ments which prevents it.~ wide extension. Benevo
lence, on the other hand, knows no such limits. 
In its highest form it is a love to all men, and to 
man as man. 

The unemotional Jeremy Bentham once remarked 
-by way of explaining his own devotion to public 
objects, and re'Conciling it with his analysis of human 
motivcs-"-I am a selfish man, as selfish as any man 

1 can be. But in me, somehow or other, so it happens, 
selfishness has taken the shape . of benevolence." 
If we could admit this as a true account of a state 
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of mind, prudence and benevolence would be for it 
the same both in motive and in the resultant conduct. 
At other times, especially when men are very closely 
connected with us-· .by family, or neighbourhood, or 
common profession-their need may seem to con
stitute a claim ; ' and in such cases-whenever we 
say that a particular person has a claim upon our 
benevolence--the distinction between justice and 
benevolence is being obliterated : so that for a 
perfect mom! nature--a nature .in \vhich the good 
will is enlightened by perfect reason-we may surmi.•e 
that benevolent action will be felt to appeal with the 
precision of justice, and that justice will be per
formed with the spontaneity of benevolence. 

It is just this merging of the two into one which 
' lends the element of grace to the most cultured and 
lovable moral natures. Justice loses its riJidity; 
benevolence its attitude of superiority ; and the 
whole man seems dominated by a spirit of love 
which is at once a passion and a principle. 

This leads to one of the difficulties connected with 
benevolence. How is it possible (the question hM 
been asked) to bring benevolence into line with the 
other virtues ~ They correspond to an attitude 
which may be regarded as a duty. We may say 
to a man, "be sincere," "be just," "be pure," even 
" be brave." But with what propriety can we say 
" thou shalt love " ~ Love, it has been said, is not 
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and never can be a command. This view was taken 
by Kant in his desire to purge morality of every 
emotional element. John Stuart Mill, also, it may 
be noted, never speaks of" benevolence," but always 
of " beneficence " : as if the reference could only 
be to a course of ·cqnduct whicn would promote 
general happiness-never to a state of character 
which would of itself lead to that result. This view 
has at least the merit of pointing to an important 
distinction-the distinction between what may be 
called the benevolence of sentiment and the benevol
ence of principle. The former has its root in the 
feeling of sympathy, which may be described as the 
instinctive basis of benevolence, as the feeling of 
shame was said by Aristotle to be the instinctive 
basis of temperance and the feeling of indignation 
tho instinctive basis of justice. But sympathy is 
only the beginning of benevolence. If it remains 
entirely in the region of feeling, it is apt to stimulate 
action. spasmodically and unequally. It may ,also 
find as ready satisfaction in shutting the eyes to 
suffering as in relieving it. We may imagine 'that 
the priest and the Levite in the parable were men 
of sympathetic emotions and could not bear to see 
a fellow-creature in pain. They had, therefore, 
to pass by on the other side. But they had not 
attained the virtue of benevolence. 

At the same time, the principle of benevolence, if 
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it remain a mere principle of reason, has failed to 
spread itself over the whole nature and to work 
itself out into a virtuous character. It leaves the 
man untouched by any sense of unity with those 
whom he benefits. The man who has merely the 
principle of benevolence in him is apt to think 
duty to humanity exhausted by an annual sub
scription to the Charity Organisation Society. 

Perhaps. Kant's idea of benevolence-or rather 
beneficence-may be not unfairly illustrated by 
the portrait of Madame Beck drawn by Charlotte 
Bronte: "While devoid of sympathy, she had a 
sufficiency of rational benevolence : she would give 
in the readiest manner to people she had never 
seen-rather, however, to classes than to individuals. 
' Pour lea pauvres,' she opened her purse freely
against the poor man, as a rule, she kept it closed. 
In philanthropic schemes for the benefit of society 
at large she took a cheerful part ; no private sorrow 
touched her : no force or mass of suffering con
centrated in. one heart had power to pierce hers. 
Not the agony in Gethsemane, not the death on 
Calvary, could have wrung from her eyes one tear." 

The virtue which never reaches the reason is not 
virtue but sentiment ; but the virtue which remains 
in the reason and never leaves it, is equally im
perfect. The continued will to do beneficent acts 
becomes a voluntary habit and gives its tone to thA 
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feelings ; and, it is only when it haa done so-when 
love has taken the place of law-that the character 
is truly benevolent. 

A second disputed point arises in connexion 
with benevolence, and concerns the perennial 
question of the nature of the good. What is the 
nature of that good of other men which it is the 
benevolent man's formed volitional habit to seek ? 
If good, in the laat analysis, could be re~olved into 
a certain succession of pleaaant feelings, then we 
might say that for others as for self, the end to be 
sought was happiness. It is, however, not on this 
ground only that the object of benevolence haa been 
restricted to the promotion of happiness. Kant 
himself, the most consistent opponent of hedonistic 
morality, to whom the desire for pleasure (that is, 
one's own pleasure) waa the typical expression of 
the maxim of the evil will,-Kant, nevertheless 
thought that our duty to our neighbours could be 
summed up in seeking their happiness or pleasure. 
IDs reason for this viewwaa, however, very different 
from that which the utilitarian would give for the 
same doctrine. True goodness, he thought, lay 
in a state of will, in a will determined solely by 
the one moral motive, the reverence for moral law 
or goodness. It was too purely personal to be 
reached by any of those modifications of external 
conditions to which the actions of one man upon 
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another are r('stricted. Kant wM inclccd so con
cerned for the purity of morality that he may be 
said to have banished it to another world, in which 
sense cannot touch the springs of action and the 
will is a timeless act. He thus makes inexplicable 
two leading facts of morality-the moral nature 
of society, and the moral progress made by the 
individual. . 

If the individual can pMs to higher stages of 
moral attainment in his personal life--if moral 
progress, that is, is a fact-it is because the im
pulsive and sensitive nature can become subdued 
to and spiritualised by tho moral law or moral 
ideal ; because the good-that is, the good will
can and does enter into those manifestations of 
mental life in and through which a man stands 
related to the world of nature and to other men. 
The fact of moral progress, therefore, involves also 
the connexion and mutual influence of the good will 
with the perceptive and emotional life : through the 
latter goodness is brought into a region which can 
be touched and influenced by external conditions. 

The good which social virtue seeks must, there
fore, be of no meaner rank or lesser significance 
than that which personal virtue contemplates 118 

its goal. If the attainment of many and varied 
and lasting pleasures is a poor account of the moral 
man's ideal for himself, it will be insufficient also 
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as a description of the good he can do to others. 
Even Kant himself seems to recognise this when, 
in spite of his own premises, he looks upon the 
happiness of others which the good man. seeks as 
clearing from their path s'ome of the obstacles to 
virtue. . · 

At the same time Kant's utterances on this point 
-inaccurate as I think they are, and imperfectly 
supported-may yet serve as a necessary caution 
against what may be called the fanaticism of 
benevolence. As a. man's own moral progress is 
slow and painful, and as " the native hue of re
solution" is not only "sicklied o'er by the pale 
cast of thought," but often sinks in the mire of 
sense, or stumbles against the rocks of outward 
circumstance-as it is only by repeated and constant 
efforts, after many failures and doubtful . battles, 
that the good will attains its triumph and fashions 
character in the likeness of its ideal-such but still 
greater are the difficulties in the way of benevolent 
activity producing goodness in others. For )lere 
the influence is external ; and though it is never 
perhaps without an internal effect--an effect on 
character-that effect is hard to calculate. Alms
giving may be misused, sympathy may be ridiculed 
by its object ; so that demoralisation may be the 
result of the most benevolent intentions. This is 
indeed a commonplace. For in these days public 
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benevolence baa become an art, and like other arts 
is in danger of passing into the hands of a special 
class of experts. It is well that it should be directed 
by all the knowledge which experience gives and 
by the insight which needs both tact and training. 
But the exercise of influence upon others is not a 
function of which an individual can rid himself 
and which he can lay on the shoulders of a selected . 
class-like engineering or the practice of medicine. 
He cannot help exerting an influence deep or 
shallow, good or bad, upon his surroundings. This 
is at once the privilege and the duty which come 
from the moral solidarity of mankind. And the 
ideal benevolent man is he who recognises his 
moral unity with others, and strives, according to 
his opportunities, for them aa well aa for himself, 
to obtain the conditions and promote the activities 
of a worthy moral life. 

A third question, which is not without difficulty, 
may be raised in conclusion. Who are the proper 
objects of benevolence 1 To whom is it to be 
shown 1 

We have already seen that, in the course of social 
and moral development, all the virtues gradually 
aasume a wider sweep : courage extends beyond 
control. of physical danger ; temperance reaches 
to the due ordering of other volitional systems than 
those of sensual desire. Similarly in the caae of the 
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social virtues : justice recognises a widening circle 
of rights ; and benevolence, also, makes universal 
claims. Even a term for benevolence was unknown 
to the classical moralists of Greece. The place 
of the virtue was in part supplied by the exclusive 
devotion of friendship, and in part by lesser virtues, 
such as liberality, which really depend on benevol· 
ence. Citizens alone counted in the estimation of 
Plato and Aristotle. Slaves and even aliens seemed 
outside the sphere even of justice. But when the. 
city's independence was destroyed and the city 
ceased to be the home and protector of the philo· 
sopher, he came to imagine a citizeJ:J.Ship of the world 
which-albeit in the barest outline-foreshadowed 
modern philanthropic development. To the Stoics 
the brotherhood of man, which they asserted, re
mained a dream: And to us still, perhaps, it is only 
a splendid vi.qion, to which future ages may attain. 
The practical difficulty of the benevolent man 
arises when he is called upon to de'cide between the 
competing claims of different social groups. Family 
affection, patriotism, and philanthropy-to take 
only the broadest and most general divisions
often seem at issue with one another, and it is hard 
to reconcile their conflicting interests ; perhaps 
it is not a! ways possible to do so in detail. The 
simple rule, to do always what lies nearest, might 
bind to narrow or party interests the powers that 
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were meant for mankind. On the other hand, 
to say that the larger group is always to have 
the preference, might play havoc with those closer 
bonds without which humanity itself must be driven 
from the path of progress. But perhaps two practical 
maxims may be given. One of these is that the 
extension of the sphere of benevolence should not 
be allowed to interfere with the intensive power and 
glow of the affection. The other is that devotion 
to our narrower surroundings should be accom
panied by wider interests : the one will often inspire 
or enlighten the other. In making moral pocket
handkerchiefs for infant negroes in the West Indies, 
do not forget your station and its duties ; in culti
vating your own garden, always remember that you 
are a citizen of the world. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RELIGION AND THE MORAL LIFE 

THE question must now be asked whether the moral 
life, as it has been described in the preceding chapters, 
is complete in itself, or whether something ·more is 
needed for its perfection. If it is. complete its 
parts must be so related as to form a unity. Further, 
as it is not a mere thought but a life, it needs power 
to overcome obstacles and to manifest its goodness. 
How are this unity·and this power to be vindicated 
for the moral life ~ 

It is clear that it seeks unity and that it implies 
power in its manifestation. All the virtues bring 
system into human character and exhibit the con
·trol of the " lower " by the " higher "· elements. 
The distinction of lower from higher has not been 
established, and cannot be established, by logical 
proof. It has been taken for granted that the 
spiritual life is better than the life of sense, and that 
the life of social service is better than selfishness. 
By applying this postulate a measure of unity has 
been shown to exist in the moral life, both in respect 
of the different manifestations of personal character 
and in respect of the competing claims of self and 
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others. The moral attitude, however, is affected 
by the material upon which it works ; this modifies 
its scope at tho same time that it gives a field for 
its exercise. Temperance, for example, is con
ditioned by the play of impulses and desires which 
are due to the animal nature of man and to his 
environment. Courage is built on a similar basis ; 
it has to restrain certain impulses and to regulate 
others. Justice and benevolence, in their exercise, 

· are in obvious dependence upon social conditions. 
The good life is thus exhibited in many forms ; 
is it possible to state a single principle which will 
give unity to its variety 1· 

This principle of unity has been sought in two 
different directions : in reason, as the supreme 
factor in personal life ; and in the social order which 
conduct furthers or hinders. The former method is 
most prominent in Greek ethics. Wisdom was 
looked upon by the greatest thinkers as the source 
and measure of all kinds of goodness, as well as itself 
the supreme type of goodness. These thinkers have 
described the attributes of this intellectual life ; but 
always their· description has tended to a dualism 
of a new kind. On the one hand, the philosopher 
only-if even he--can attain that pure vision of the 
ideal which is the source both of the reality and of 
the power of ordinary life. On the other hand, the 
great mass of men cannot see what he sees. They 
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may display the commonplace or civic virtues . 
though they will do so only when they follow the 
guidance of his reason and not of their own. Philo
sophers have shown various degrees of confidence 
in the ability of this higher intellectual vision to 
rationalise the grounds and issues of conduct. But, 
even if their solution is adequate for their own lives, 
it cannot be of any avail in the case of those· by 
whom the vision is unattainable; and it leaves the 
great majority of men to the lower morality of 
following the bidding of the intellectual few. 
· This perhaps is the reason why modern writers, 
as befits the citizens of a. democratic state, favour 
the other method and offer a soci!tl explanation
of ll!Ora.lity. But this method also has it,s defects. 
Society is nothing more than an organisation of 
individual men which is capable of persisting through 
the changes which birth and death' make in its con
stituent members. Its life is not independent of 
the persons who compose it ; nor has it value apart 
from its contribution to the well-being of men. 
To take the tendency to social vitality, or to social 
order and progress, as the standard of goodness, 
will give a working theory within certain limits. 
These limits are· set by. the facts that society con
sists of and exists for men; that the mere organisa
tion is valueless apart from the persons organised ; 
that forms of society are good or bad according to 
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the type of man they tend to produce and maintain ; 
and that the social order itself needs constant 
guidance and reform by moral ideas. It is true, 
conversely, ·that the individual is nothing apart 
from society ; but it does not follow from this 
that the latter sets the moral standard. 

The difficulties connected with the conception 
of the social organism are avoided when the standard 
of morality is fixed by reference to the collection of 
individuals who make up society-or, rather, 
humanity. The form of utilitarianism advocated 
by John Stuart Mill may be taken as an example. 
According to this theory conduct. is good or bad 
according to its effects upon the feelings of living 
beings. In spite of the shortness and uncertainty 
of individual life, the littleness of individual pur
poses, and the varieties of individual character, 
the utilitarian has endeavoured to find, in the 
whole mass of individuals, that permanence, eleva
tion, and constancy which each unit lacks. l'IIill 
himself has left it on record that the " principle 
of utilitY. " not only gave unity to his conception 
of things, but provided him with a religion. Accord
ing to Sidgwick, the happiness of tho " innumerable 
multitude of sentient beings, present and to como, 
seems an end that satisfies our imagination by its 
vastness, and sustains our resolution by jts com
parative secnrity." And it is certain that many 
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noble lives have been li~ed without the light of 
lmy further ideal.. Yet it is only in default of a 
final solution that it can have been put forward 
as the last word. The ideal is impressive and 
" comparatively secure " ; but it fails to satisfy 
the reason, and is apt to lose hold of the will. The 

· ~ood or virtuous man is supposed to have this vast 
and vague end in view. But the " innumerable 
multitude of sentient beings present and to come" 
are, after all, only a collection of transitory indi
viduals-each with many failings, unworthy desires, 
and imperfect ideals. Ministering to their pleasure 
will not create the highest good ; nor will a summa
tion of their imperfections produce perfection. 

The question, therefore, remains, Is any real 
unity to be found in this multitude-any purpose 
which the history of man may work out, or may be 
slowly evolving ~ If there is, and if we can in any 
way apprehend it, there will inevitably arise an 
attitude of mind towards this purpose, and in it 
will be seen the true significance of life. · On the 
other hand, if no assertion at all can be made about 
the matter-if our vision is limited to the play of 
events-then conduct cannot be adapted to the 
mere blank beyond. A completely indefinite pos
sibility-so indefinite as to include a " nothing " 
as one of its • alternatives-puzzles the mind and 
drys up the springs of action. " The world," said 
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Marcus Aurelius, " is either a welter of alternate 
combination and dispersion, or a unity of order and 
providence. H the former, why crave to linger 
on in such a. random medley and confusion 1 why 
take thought for anything except the eventual 
' dust to dust' 1 why vex myseU 1 do what I will, 
dispersion will overtake me. But on the other 
alternative, I reverence, I stand stedfast, I find 
heart in the power that disposes all." This latter 
attitude may be described as Religious Virtue. 

The detail of life obscures its unity of purpose and 
makes the search for this unity ·difficult. Incident 
is added to incident, as moment follows moment, 
each with a different experience, a new duty. What 
has to be done varies with circumstances ; and these 
are infinite. Moralists have commonly laid stress 
on the duties of man ; and, in so doing, they have 
given more or less precise directions for conduct, 
without bringing' out the unity in its aim. A man's . 
duties are diverse ; but his performance of them 
may be slowly building up in him a. consistent 
character. It is in character that the unity to 
which moral action tends is most clearly expressed. 
Nevertheless the unity of the moral· life is apt to 
remain far from perfect. A man's character is 
developed in relation with the various institutions 
of his time-church and.state, home and country, 
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commerce and culture. We must look beyond 
these diverse institutions in order- to find an objec
tive unity which may be the archetype and architect 
of the subjective unity towards which the moral 
character tends. 

A unity of this kind is supplied by the religious 
conception of the world. Of course it does not 
answer all the questions that may be put about the 
ultimate nature of reality or even about man's 
place in the universe. And the answers given will 
differ according to the intellectual and ethical 
characteristics of the religious belief. The religion 
may be tribal or national, and not universal. The 
higher powers which are the object of -worship 
may be regarded as interested only in a particular 
·people, or their rule may be supposed to be re
stricted to a certain territory. Even in such cases, 
however, a man feels himself to be in relation with 
a power which, within the limits-of his imagination 
or sympathies, may be looked upon as ultimate; 
"What you see, yet cannot see over, is as good as 
infinite." Nor have religions always- been ethical ; 
they have their roots in other parts of man's nature 
as well as in the moral consciousness. _ Yet religion 
is never separated altogether from conduct. When 
it is said, as by Epicurus, that the godS take no 
concern in human affairs, religion ceases to exist. 
As men's conceptions of the godhead are purified, 
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they enforce morality instead of conflicting with it; as 
they are deepened, they tend to exhibit the varied con
tent of morality in its connexion with a divine order. 

The conception of a moral order of the world, and 
of this order as rooted in the nature of God, gives 
to the moral life the unity and power of which 
it stands in need. It confirms the postulates of 
morality : the spiritual nature of God vindicates 
the supremacy of the spiritual factor in human 
life ; the relation in which all men, as spiritual 
beings, stand to God gives ·meaning and validity 
to the idea of the brotherhood of men. Both 
personal and social good are thus rooted in the same 
spiritual reality ; and it overcomes their opposition 
because the spiritual reality, although it is more 
than either of them, is not a mere " beyond " but 
inspires them both. In this way the religious 
conception of the world gives unity to the moral 
life. And it also gives it power. Moral enthusiasm 
can be fed only by the hope that effort is not in 
vain ; and belief in God gives confidence that 

· goodness will prevail. 
The effect of religious faith is twofold. It brings 

a new region of spiritual interests into man's life ; 
and it also affects his attitude to temporal concerns. 
The former effect widens the outlook of the moral 
life ; the latter deepens its· intensity. But each 
has a danger of its own. By bringing man into 
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relation with the spiritual world new activities are 
introduced into his life. It is very easy to fit the 
whole sphere of religious observances into this 
scheme. Certain times of a man's life get set apart 
for the performance of ~hat. are ·called religious 
duties ; and the religious man comes to be regarded 
as the man by whom these duties are fully and 
punctually performed. Hence the tendency' arises 
to distinguish religion from ordinary life in such 
a way as to .lead to their separation ; and the 
religious life may be represented as something 
which can be led apart from the practice of the 
ordinary personal and social virtues. Every religion 
can produce examples of a high standard of religious 
observance combined with a poor performance of 
ordinary duties. The intense consciousness of the 
importance of the spiritual world may even lead to 
a disregard for the things of common life which 
easily lapses into immorality. 

But religion and morality cannot for long be kept 
apart : unless, as in some creeds, God is confined 
to heaven and the world given over to the devil. 
The new spiritual i1,1terests act upon a !Dan's inner 
attitude and thus affect the springs of conduct. 
If the object of faith be unworthy, the works of 
faith will diverge from the moral standard. . But 
when there is faith in a God who is also goodness, 
the virtues of personal and social life will remain, 
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only more securely bll.'!ed : active goodness will be 
intensified and the ll.'!piration after an ideal perfection 
confirmed. 

The faith on which religion is bll.'!ed has, as we 
have seen, a double effect. It is manifested in a 
life of its own in which man seeks and finds com
munion with God. It also supports and gives form 
to the moral life. Both influences were recognised 
by the theological moralists ; but there was often 
a t~ndency to exhibit them as if they were mutually 
independent, and simply to add on a _new depart
ment of " theological virtues " to the virtues already 
recognised. The four traditional virtues of Plato"s 
clll.'!si.fication had been popularised by Cicero, and 
they were adapted to Christian teaching by Ambrose 
in the fourth century. Augustine, himself a pupil 
of Ambrose, supplemented these virtues by the 
apostolic triad of faith, hope, and charity or love : 
thus marking the difference between ordinary and 
religious virtue. Long afterwards this view came 
itito connexion with a_ philosophical doctrine in 
which a deep and broad distinction was drawn 
between the natural and the supernatural. Human 
rell.'!on was regarded as competent in the former 
department ; but, for knowledge of the latter, man 
was held to depend on revelation. The same dis
tinction was carried over into morality. There was 
a nature.! morality and a supernatural : the former 
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wM the home of the traditional virtues, as described 
by Plato or by Aristotle ; the latter consisted of the 
virtues of faith, hope, and charity, which were com
municated to man by divine grace. Thus the 
kingdom of grace was regarded as a realm apart 
from ordinary morality. Of the- higher morality, 
or morality of grace, love was the crown, faith the 
condition ; and emphasis on its value led to de
preciation of everything that was not of faith. 
Long before the days of the schoolmen, Augustine 
had said that true virtue was impossible without true 
religion; and his influence led to the description of 
the virtues of the heathen as " splendid vices." He 
failed to do justice to the moral consciousness that 
follows the good simply because it sees it to be good, 
and without thought of anything beyond. The 
same narrow view outlasted the times of the school
men. " I give no alms," said Sir Thomas Browne, 
" to satisfy the hunger of my brother, but to fulfil 
and accomplish the will and command of my God "_; 
and, in so saying, forgot the gospel he followed, 
which makes the love of one's brother come first 
and prepare the way for the love of God. The view 
with which these statements are connected mistakes 
the true bearing of religion upon morality. Religion 
does not supplant ordinary morality and substitute 
something else ; but it deepens a. man's insight into 
what is good, and renders it support. 
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It is of the essence of the religious attitude, as 
formed by Christianity, that the moral law and 
moral ideals are regarded as belonging to the nature 
of God and as in some way realised in His per
fection. 'l'he performance of one's duties as divine 
commands-which Kant regarded as the funda
mental element in religion-is not rightly inter
preted as mere obedience to a supreme legislator. 
It implies the recognition of the divine will as also 
the highest goodness, and of morality, therefore, 
as attaining its perfection in likeness to God. 

'l'he religious attitude influences the whole content 
of morality : gives it form, as. has been already 
said. It also accentuates certain qualities in the 
moral life which, apart from religion, would not 
receive the same prominence. 'l'wo of these qualities 
call for some remark. 

Humility is commonly regarded as characteristic 
of Christian morality in contrast with the classical 
or pagan ideal of what was admirable in man. And, 
on the whole, this view is correct. Yet Greek 
ethics, at any rate, is not altogether silent on the 
point. Insolence or overweening conceit was looked 
upon as a sin which the gods would punish. It was 
more than a sin ; it was an offence against good 
taste : an excess which went beyond the limits 
of due and moderate self-eatimate. And it was 
condemned in small things as in_ great ; witness 
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Aristotle's condemnation of boastfulness as a vicious 
extreme hurtful to the amenities of social intercourse. 
But the question may be asked, Is not humility 
the opposite extreme, and as far removed from 
virtue~ 

On this question there certainly seems to be a 
considerable divergence between the Greek and the 
Christian estimates : though the divergence is not 
so great as it is sometimes represented as being. 
Critics of Christian morality, from early times to 
the present, have been in the habit of contrasting 
the cringing attitude of the Christian saint, who 
wallows in the mire in presence both of God and of 
man, with the noble self-assertion and virile virtues 
of the Greek and Roman citizens. The opposition 
is unduly accentuated. As a social attitude the 
Christian virtue might perhaps be better described, 
in Aristotelian fashion, as a mean between two 
familiar but vicious extremes-that of abject self
abasement and that of spiritual arrogance; As an 
attitude towards God it expresses a man's con
sciousness both of the perfection of his ideal and 
of the deficiency of his own performance. Further 
defined, it becomes a consciousness of sin. Now this 
attitude ~ different from the pagan virtue either of 
the antique model or of its modem copy. The 
difference is due to the ideal of realised goodness with 
which a man compares himself. The moral element 
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wa.s not usually strong in ancient pagan conceptions 
of ultimate reality. From some modern conceptions 
it is entirely absent ; and the modern consciousness 
seeks an historical explanation of its own imperfec
tions which is fitted to offend personal' vanity a.s 
little a.s possible. 

It is quite true, however, that humility lies close 
to many grave defects of character. It is an ea.sy 
virtue- or no virtue at all-for the weak of will 
and lovers of repose. But true humility, which 
does not pride itself unduly about what ha.s 
been done, does not imply the poverty of spirit 
which leads a man, so to distrust his powers 
that he becomes incapable of effective action. 
In the man of earnest purpose, who knows his 
strength and uses it to carry out his plans, but 
refrains from proclaiming his own merits and admits 
the merits of others, we find the better manifesta-

, tion of humility, and this attitude finds outward 
expression in courteous social bearing. 

Reverence is the counterpart of humility in 
Christian morals. Reverence for the ideal-for the 
law, as Kant puts it-inevitably humbles the man 
who is conscious of its perfection and of his own 
defects. · But humility is ouly the negative aspect 
of this consciousness-the side of it which represses 
pride and claim to merit on the part of the individual. 
There is also a ppsitive aspect. Reverence. for the 
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ideal involves consciousness of it and a certain 
community with it. Man bows before its perfection ; 
but he also recob'llises himself as the bearer of 
morality and as charged with its realisation. The 
same consciousness which may lead . him to call 
himself an unprofitable servant shows him the 
dignity of his moral calling. He recognises that 
his worth is not to be measured merely by wi;J.at 
he does but also by what he is capable of doing ; 
and this consciousness of the capacity for goodness 
has some power in working out its own realisation. 
On the other hand, reverence sometimes accentuates 
the feeling of humility. The man who recognises 
most fully the dignity of other men is often most 
alive to his own shortcomings. His reverence for 
the ideal produces a deeper sense of the distance 
which separates it from -his .own· performance : 
just as the man who has done most to widen know
ledge may think his discoveries of small account 
compared with the realms of truth still uriknown. 
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